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NE Dealer Latsch’s Office Products Celebrates 100
Years of Service

EDITORIAL
Time to Hit the Road
Don’t look now, but all of a sudden, it’s show time
in our little corner of the world!
Last month saw the BSA Forum in San Diego and
an amazing evening in Chicago for this year’s City
of Hope awards banquet.
This month, action moves to West Palm Beach for
Office Partners’ annual gathering and then back
to Chicago for the ISSA jan-san extravaganza.
November sees the IS-TriMega EPIC event and
ECi’s annual Connect user conference in Nashville, the EDspaces education furniture conference and expo in Cincinnati and NeoCon East in
Philadelphia.
Apologies if we missed any industry get-togethers coming up, but even if we didn’t, there’s still
clearly a whole got going on and in many ways,
that’s a good thing!
Right now, there are some really important questions facing independent dealers. How do I compete against Amazon and all the other e-tailers?
How do I grow my own online business? What’s
the best way to take advantage of continuing big
box dysfunction? How can I position my dealership to appeal to millennials—both as potential
employees and as customers? And all that’s just
for starters!

For Latsch’s Office Products, this year is special, as it marks the Lincoln, Nebraska-based dealership’s 100th anniversary.
The Latsch’s team marked the milestone in style recently, when it took more
than 350 customers, prospects and friends out to the ballgame—or at least out
to Lincoln’s minor league baseball stadium—to celebrate.
Festivities kicked off with a ribbon cutting hosted by the Chamber of Commerce, followed by lunch, complete with birthday cake, and a new product
show featuring some 20 vendors.
Current owners attributed the longevity of the firm to the dedication of its employees. “If you don’t have the right employees it is not going to work at all,”
said John Costin, vice president and co-owner. “We’ve been fortunate. We
have a great staff, and we treat our customers the right way.”

continued on page 4 >>
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If you’re serious about finding good answers to
those questions and others like them, there are
few better ways to start than by sitting around a
bar with three or four other dealers and finding
out what they’re doing—not to mention the formal
seminar and/or workshop program most industry
events offer.
There is so much to learn from sharing ideas and
information with your fellow dealers but it won’t
happen if you don’t get in your car or get on a
plane and make the effort!
If you haven’t yet booked your place at one of
these events or something similar, here’s a simple request: Please do it now. Our industry needs
all the good independents it can get and the information, education and networking resources
you’ll gain by attending will only help your business grow stronger.
See you at the registration desk!
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Get a

jump!
on deliveries, invoicing and customer service

JumpTrackTM Proof-of-Delivery system helps
dealers plan, capture and track deliveries
• Access JumpTrack to download delivery information or upload
signature capture and details via iOS or device for AndroidTM
• All information is accessed from and stored in the cloud
• Signature and delivery detail capture is immediately available online
• Deliveries, returns and drivers are all easily tracked, increasing
accuracy and accountability
• Drivers can be tracked using GPS and, for an additional fee, a route
optimization feature can be included

NEW FEATURES!

Route Reversal features available and
On-Demand Departure Time Optimization

800-588-5128

info@ecisolutions.com

ecisolutions.com

ECi and the ECi Red Box are trademarks or registered trademarks of ECi Software Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.

Winner’s Circle
Throughout the years Latsch’s has continually adapted to change with its business
model and, today, goes to market on the
basis of a service-oriented, single source
value proposition with a broad product
mix that includes office supplies, breakroom supplies, business furniture, cleaning supplies, ad specialty products, printing and computer supplies.
“In the last 20 years we’ve changed dramatically,” said Mike Decker, president
and co-owner. “We gotten into other
product areas and no longer rely just on
pens, pads and file folders.”
Mike and John are the current owner of
Latsch’s, which was founded in Lincoln by
brothers Jerome and Robert Latsch. These
brothers were great supporters of the community and that remains a priority today.
Latsch’s is proud to support a wide range
of local non-profits and similar organizations and each year in August, the deal-
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continued from page 2
ership sponsors a Stuff the Bus school
supplies drive to provide hundreds of Lincoln students with much-needed back-toschool items.
What will the next 100 years bring? “It will
be a lot different,” said Mike, who predicts
the company will move deeper into alternative product lines to further strengthen
its single-source market position.

In Memphis, Yuletide’s Todd
Miller Recognized by Local
Chamber
Todd Miller, director of sales for Yuletide
Office Solutions, has been named one of
the Greater Memphis Chamber’s Young
Memphians for 2016.
Todd was one of several young professionals in the greater Memphis region
who were selected for excellence in their
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careers and passion for their community.
Todd’s family-owned company, Yuletide
Office Solutions, evokes images of Christmastime and giving, so it’s no wonder that
giving back to the community plays such
a strong role in his own life.
“I’ve worked here for nine years,” said
Todd as he explained his commitment to
the community. “We have a recommendation that employees get involved with two
non-profits every year.” He found some
organizations that he like to work with,
and before he knew it he was serving on
their boards of directors.
Todd has touched many causes—either
as a board member, an active participant
or a donor—that support families, animals,
youth and numerous other community issues. “I’ve taken my own network and used
that to bring people together,” said Todd.

continued on page 6 >>
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Receive a

Trac-It™-Key-Finder
with your $75 purchase!
See your Avery Sales Representative for
details on our Q4 promotion.

Learn more at

avery.com/ship
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Todd just finished a term as chairman
of the Mid-South Food Bank but he’s
far from taking a break from community
activities. Next up: the annual Toy Truck
campaign to collect gifts for the holiday
season for children in need.

continued from page 4
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois and Arizona
will consolidate under Wilson.

MN Dealer Atmosphere
Commercial Interiors Adds
Industry Veteran Carlene
Wilson as EVP of National
Sales & Mktg
Minneapolis-based Atmosphere Commercial Interiors (formerly Target Commercial Interiors), last month announced
the addition of Carlene Wilson to the dealership as EVP, national sales and marketing. All sales and marketing functions in

office furniture experience, Carlene was
most recently co-owner and VP of sales
and marketing at bkm – Total Office of
Texas. In her 18 years at bkm, she helped
grow business at the dealership from
about $23 million when she joined to its
current run rate of nearly $70 million.
“Having Carlene join our team, with her
vast experience and knowledge of sales
strategy and client experience, will make
Atmosphere an even better place to work
and do business with,” Atmosphere CEO
Mike Litwin said. “We are excited to have
her join the talented team at Atmosphere
and sharpen our sales and marketing focus so we can deliver a premium experience for our clients.”

An industry veteran with over 25 years of

Carlene also currently serves as chair of
the Steelcase Dealership Council, a role
she will continue to perform in her new
position at Atmosphere.

continued on page 8 >>

SSI systems let you compete with the elite...
• NEW easy-to-navigate, responsive graphical interface
• Fully customizable eCommerce and site design

Don’t Be Too Busy To Be Better,
Contact Us For A Free Demo...
Best in class operations software for:
• eCommerce
• Order entry
• Online ordering
• Purchasing
• P-O-S system
• Full scale reporting

905-939-1080
sales@ssiop.com
www.ssiop.com

• Electronic ordering
• Electronic invoicing
• Accounting

SSI is a privately owned software company providing system solutions for office products dealers since 1980.
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Reliable Results

Xerox® Vitality™ Multipurpose Printer Paper is
versatile paper good for most jobs.
Whiter 92 GE brightness and higher opacity. Designed to run in all
types of printers and copiers, and ideal for high-volume printing.

Explore our other product offerings:

Domtar’s Enterprise Group is dedicated to being a resource and providing value
to our dealers through our products, selection and service. We have experienced local account managers, technical support, exceptional inside sales
service, and a wealth of product knowledge.
For more information, contact Domtar’s Enterprise Group at 1.800.458.4640.

Visit us at www.egpaper.com.

Winner’s Circle
Innovative Office Solutions
Acquires Supplies and
Furniture Divisions of North
Country Business Products
Innovative Office Solutions, Minneapolis,
has acquired the office supplies, point-ofsale (POS) supplies and furniture divisions
of North Country Business Products, a
large POS solutions provider based in Bemidji, Minnesota.
The acquisition will bring the office supplies and furniture division of North Country Business Products under the Innovative Office Solutions brand.
“It will provide customers of North Country Business Products access to a significantly deeper portfolio of products and
services, combined with the same local
representation and service they’re used
to,” said Jennifer Smith, CEO and founder
of Innovative Office Solutions.

continued from page 6
North Country Business Products is one
of the largest POS solutions providers in
the country. For almost 70 years it has
provided Minnesota businesses with office supplies, point-of-sale supplies, furniture, and POS solutions. The sale of the
supplies and furniture division is part of a
strategic realignment for the dealership,
which plans to expand its grocery, hospitality and convenience store point-of-sale
solutions as well as POS security systems
throughout the United States.
“The addition of the office supplies, point
of sale supplies and furniture division of
North Country Business Products is a
perfect complement to the Innovative Office Solutions brand and growth strategy,”
said Jennifer. “It strengthens Innovative’s
position in northwestern Minnesota, allowing it to better service existing customers in the region while bringing new
tools and opportunities to customers of
North Country.”

New Owner for PA Dealer
Ridgefield Office Supply
Ridgefield Office Supply (aka “Squash’s”),
Ridgefield, Pennsylvania, was sold to
Whitney Williams, longtime employee and
store manager, who co-owns the shop
with Bonnie White of Newtown, Pennsylvania. The purchase took place last July.
“Bonnie brings many years of office
supply and industry experience,” said
Williams. “Together, we plan on making
Squash’s better than ever.”
Williams, a 20-year resident of Ridgefield,
worked closely with Greg and Judi Peterson who owned the Ridgefield store for 23
years. “My kids have grown up in town and
we love it here,” said Williams, who added,
“Squash’s holds a dear place in my heart.”

continued on page 10 >>
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CONTACT US TODAY
ROANOKE STAMP & SEAL CO.
25 Madison Avenue Roanoke, VA 24016
1-800-542-7475
orders@roanokestamp.com
WWW.ROANOKESTAMP.COM
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Complete Custom Order Fulfillment • 1-2 Day Lead Times on Custom Orders
Multi-Location Consolidation Specialists • Real Time Tracking on ALL Orders
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
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The nickname comes from an early owner whose own nickname
was Squash. He owned what became know as “Squash’s store”
for close to 40 years, and the name has stuck ever since.
Williams and the store employees—many are members of her
family, the same as when the Peterson’s owned it—spent the
early days under the new ownership getting ready for the backto-school season, stocking shelves with binders, books, and everything in between.

VA Dealer The Supply Room Acquires
Chesapeake Office Supply
Virginia dealer The Supply Room Companies has purchased
Chesapeake Office Supply, about 120 miles from its Ashland,
Virginia headquarters. Chesapeake has operated as a full-service
office supply company in the region since 1981.
The deal marks the 35th acquisition for the Supply Room in as
many years. “Expanding our presence in the Hampton Roads region of Southeastern Virginia has been an important goal for several years,” said Patricia Barber, Supply Room president and CEO.
“We look forward to our enhanced capabilities to serve these customers.”

KY Dealer Office Environment Company
Hosts Workplace Wellness Event
Please Join us!

Workplace
Wellness
Fair
Tuesday, September 13
12:00 noon – 2:00 p.m.
• Experience our workplace
wellness lab
• Enjoy a complimentary
healthy light lunch buffet
• Pick up complimentary
workplace wellness
product samples
• Register for a door prize!

Please RSVP
by Thursday, September 8
by calling
(502)585-5161 x 100
or emailing
customerservice@oecoffice.com

FREE parking in our lot
or on the street
OFFICE ENVIRONMENT COMPANY | 1136 W. MARKET ST. | LOUISVILLE, KY 40203 | 502.585.5161 | WWW.OECOFFICE.COM

Daytona Speedway Hosts
Capital Office Products Show
They may not exactly have been burning up the track but Heather Patton and her team at Capital Office Products had a good
time anyway recently at the Daytona International Speedway,
home of the Daytona 500 and site of Capital’s recent 2016 Office
Products Tradeshow.
The event drew close to 800 attendees, who enjoyed a catered
lunch and the opportunity to catch up on the latest and greatest
new products from 45 participating exhibitors.
Also on the program: the opportunity to take a couple of laps
with a racecar driver, tram rides of the complex for the less adventurous and tours of the pits and garages. And since this is an
election year, attendees also got to vote for their favorite Capital
driver!
With a full house, a busy show floor and customers coming from
as far away as West Palm Beach, Heather said it was a successful
event. “Every year they seem to grow bigger and get better,” she
said. “Our customers appreciate it, which is good, and we hope
our vendors do as well.”

If you’re looking for a way to position your dealership as not
just a supplier of product but also as an expert resource when it
comes to running a healthy and productive workplace, you might
want to take a page out of the playbook at Office Environment
Company (OEC) in Louisville, Kentucky.
Last month, OEC hosted a two-hour “Workplace Wellness Fair”
at its showroom and, says OEC president Tricia Burke, it not
only allowed the dealership to showcase the latest health and
wellness-related products but also provided an opportunity to
partner with their local YMCA and Louisville’s Worksite Wellness
Council, both of whom were on hand to welcome attendees.
The event went so well that OEC scheduled a similar gathering
this month, this time focused on the office of the future and the
growing trend toward a more collaborative workspace.

Global Office Solutions
Puts a New Twist on Lunch
With breakroom products becoming increasingly important for
a growing number of dealers, Global Office Solutions in Novi,
Michigan, recently took the logical next step, with the launch of
Fresh Market Café, a comprehensive dining service that provides
custom dining programs tailored to individual businesses.

continued on page 12 >>
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For more information visit:
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Paper with Purpose is a trademark of Boise White Paper, L.L.C. or its affiliates. BOISE is a trademark of Boise Cascade
Company. Box Tops for Education and associated words and designs are trademarks of General Mills, used under
license. © General Mills.
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Global teamed up with local food purveyors to take office lunches out of the fast-food routine and move them up to the level of
gourmet fare.

Fresh Market Café is similar to that gas station scenario, says Reuben. Instead of a person at a register, there’s a kiosk with self-service checkout using barcodes. “Cameras mounted in the ceiling
are there to remind everyone that they have to pay,” he said.
Global rolled out the gourmet service last month, after purchasing a one-man operation that had previously offered it on its own.
Currently, Fresh Market Café offers a selection of Thai dishes
along with vegan, gluten-free and other healthy alternatives with
other food options under development.
“This is an extension of our business,” Reuben said. “We have
fantastic relationships with current clients, and now we can offer
them something truly different.”

In Tulsa, New Website.
New Look. Same Sundance
“Think about when you go into a gas station and there are a
bunch of glass-front refrigerators with drink and snack options,”
said Reuben Levey, president and founder of Global. “You might
feel adventurous and grab a tuna sandwich and go to the register
and pay.”

In Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, just outside of Tulsa, business has
been good for John and Dyan Condry and their team at Sundance Office—in some ways, almost too good!
A few years back, the dealership launched Urban Girl, a sepa-

continued on page 14 >>

IT’S LIKE HAVING
THIS GUY
SAVE YOUR BOTTOM LINE.
Be the hero your customers need, and reap the
profits you want. Phoenix takes care of your
customers and your bottom line by offering
competitive prices to increase your margins without
compromising the features your customers need
most. They get peace of mind. You get greater
returns. Talk about a perfect combination.

(800) 636.0778 | WWW.PHOENIXSAFEUSA.COM
OCTOBER 2016
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FOR LABELS WITH EXTRA DURABILITY

Try Avery® Professional Grade
Self-Laminating Labels

Durable laminated labels resist
water, abrasion and UV rays
©2016 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names
and codes are trademarks of CCL Labels, Inc. Personal and company names and other information
depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.

Learn more about Avery® innovative solutions, templates and support at

avery.com/industrial
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rate online business offering office supplies with a high fashion
style and, explains Tyler Condry, marketing director, the intense
focus on the Urban Girl effort put the Sundance brand largely on
auto-pilot.
At the end of last year, the decision was made to shut down
Urban Girl and concentrate on making Sundance a bigger and
better company.
“The old logo was fun, colorful and definitely made us stand out,”
said Tyler, “but some comments from customer and others suggested that it might have been too whimsical.”
That perception, he suggested, might lead some to believe that
the company wasn’t serious enough to handle business requirements and the Condry team decided it was time to do something
about that.

materials, online and on the trucks. “It is more than just a tagline,” said Tyler. “We have always worked to wow our customers
with great prices, exceptional service and our famous free cookies. We will continue to wow them as we expand our product
selection and services.”

MI Dealer The Office Connection Offers
Teachers Gift Baskets of Supplies in
Special Promo
To recognize the efforts of teachers, The Office Connection (TOC)
in Farmington Hills, Michigan, recently launched a Facebook
campaign to give away two baskets of back-to-school supplies.
Students and their parents in Michigan and Illinois, where TOC
has locations, were asked to nominate teachers for the gift baskets with a retail value of more than $200.
The effort was a success and more nominations than expected
were received, said Megan Collins, TOC marketing director. “The
gift baskets had everything a teacher would need to start the
year, including an e-planner and dry erase markers.”
Megan is convinced that the promotion was a success especially
when she considers that responses were received from some
schools that as yet are not TOC customers. She said she will
definitely hold the contest again next year.

The old logo tended to the garish side, with five colors and polka
dots, and company vans tended to resemble ice cream trucks.
“Almost everyone I ever encountered, even if they didn’t know
our company, recalled seeing our trucks around town,” said Tyler.
That sort of recognition needed to be retained but with less of a
garish look.
Work on the new brand began late last year. “We made plans and
brainstormed to identify the strength of our brand, the strength
of our organization, and what value we bring to our customers,”
said Tyler.
Essendant connected Sundance with the Bond Group to work
on brand development.
“We worked with them on the full extent of the brand from the
logo to the web site,” said Tyler. “We wanted a combination of
fun that would appeal to an office administrator but also have an
element of intrigue and appeal to the top of the organization.”
The dots were retained, but with a redesigned logo that connected within the Sundance “S.” “That displays our ability to connect
the dots for our customers,” explained Tyler.
A new slogan, “more wow in your workday,” now features on all
OCTOBER 2016

NJ Dealer DS&D Adds Workplace
Technology Solutions Division
Somerville, New Jersey-based Steelcase dealer Dancker, Sellew
& Douglas has expanded its product and services offering with
the addition of a new Workplace Technology Solutions division.
The new division will operate as a full-service audiovisual integration provider with the goal of creating efficiency and fostering
collaboration for customers by seamlessly integrating technology with the dealership’s existing furniture and architectural solutions for interior spaces.
Heading up the new division as director of workplace technology
solutions is George Meglio, an AV veteran with more than thirty
years of industry experience.
“Twenty-first century work culture means employees are more
mobile and less tethered to corporate IT tools of the past,”
says DS&D president and CEO Steven Lang. “This new freedom requires that technology be integrated into work spaces to
give workers choices and seamless connectivity to distributed
teams.”

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Not a
fan of
DIY?
You have enough on your to-do list.
Leave the stamp making to J.P. Cooke.
Reliable service

Great discounts

Click here to learn more about us

Save time and ensure quality.
Trust us to be your stamp source.
visit our booth
at the eci

800-877-8267

Fax: (800) 342-1260
Email: sales@jpcooke.com
Web: www.jpcooke.com
1311 Howard St.
Omaha, NE 68102
A Service Disabled Veteran
Owned Small Business –
Marking Products Since 1887

Fast shipping

(same day for stock items!)

The instant, flexible whiteboard solution

FACILITIES MANAGERS:

A Great Way to Save Your
School Time & Money
Easily transform ordinary, old whiteboards, walls & tabletops
in your school with Post-it ® Super Sticky Dry Erase Surface.
» Ideal for use on a variety of painted drywall and steel surfaces,
finished wood, existing whiteboards and chalkboards
» Quickly resurface old, dated whiteboards into fresh work spaces
» Easily transform ordinary tables, walls and doors into collaborative spaces
» Lightweight and easy to transport

3

EASY
STEPS

PEEL

UNROLL

STICK

Apply Post-it® Super Sticky Dry Erase Surface vertically or horizontally on painted
drywall, painted steel, glass, finished wood, existing whiteboards or chalkboards.

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed*
» Enables you to create writable surfaces in new places

» Stain-proof material erases cleanly every time

» Resurfacing allows you to re-use existing boards with
frames that are in good condition, which can reduce waste

» Durable packaging that prevents
damage in transit

» Easy to dispense off of roll

DEF50X4

DEF8X4

DEFPACKREG

Post-it® Super Sticky Dry Erase Surface
Item #

Description

Qty.

List Price

MMM DEF25X4
MMM DEF50X4

25' x 4', Dry Erase Surface

EA

$487.50

50' x 4', Dry Erase Surface

EA

$907.50

MMM DEF8X4

8' x 4', Dry Erase Surface

EA

$206.23

MMM DEF6X4

6' x 4', Dry Erase Surface

EA

$155.33

MMM DEF4X3

4' x 3', Dry Erase Surface

EA

$78.38

MMM DEF3X2

3' x 2', Dry Erase Surface

EA

$45.75

MMM DEFPACKREG

7" x 11.375" Dry Erase Surface Sheet

15/PK

$75.00

MMM DEFPACKLG

11" x 15.375" Dry Erase Surface Sheet

15/PK

$112.50

* The Post-it ® Super Sticky Dry Erase Surface is designed to stick to a variety of painted drywall and steel
surfaces, glass, finished wood, and existing whiteboards or chalkboards. If the surface you are applying it
to resists adhesion, we will provide a complete refund or an adhesion assist kit and replacement product,
whichever you prefer. The 3M customer service team can help and can be reached at 800-395-1223.

3M and Post-it are trademarks of 3M.
© 3M 2016. All rights reserved.

Secrets of Success:

Tejas Office Products, Houston, TX
n Key management team members:
Stephen M. Fraga, president; Michele
R. Fraga, account executive; Alisa
Fraga-Kautzmann, administrative
manager; Edmund Jones, operations
manager; Chris Auxier, IT manager;
Jeanette Cosakis, customer service
manager; John Mingus, furniture
manager; Ellen Elam, promotional
manager.

The Fraga family: Irene and Lupe
Fraga, standing with daughter
Michele Fraga. Son Stephen and
daughter Alisa Fraga-Kautzmann
are seated.

The company also takes
used furniture out of
buildings because office
tenants can save money
by subletting space they
no longer use. “Used to
be where you would buy
that used furniture,” says
Stephen. “Nowadays, they
pay you to come get it
so they can clear out the
space and lease it.”

n Annual sales: $10.8 million
n Products carried: Office supplies,
office furniture, promotional items,
facilities solutions, Keurig Authorized
Dealer (KAD) and breakroom supplies.
n Founded: 1962
n Employees: 57
n Key business partners: Essendant,
S.P. Richards, Domtar, AOPD, DPCG,
Enavate
n Online supplies business: 70%
n www.tejasoffice.com
As the oil-based Houston
economy suffers fits and starts, Stephen
Fraga, second-generation president
of Tejas Office Products, pursues the
best mix of old and new businesses
to keep his company growing. Tejas
was founded by his parents, Lupe and
Irene Fraga, in 1962. Today, Stephen
and his sisters, Michele Fraga and Alisa
Fraga-Kautzmann, guide the dealership
to achieve success in the Houston
marketplace.
Growing competitiveness along with the
rise of Internet sales challenge Tejas as it
attempts to keep prices low to compete
but maintain its full-service offering to
customers.
“Do we want to be more Internet-savvy
and spend more dollars there,” he asks.
Or does it make more sense to maintain
a more traditional business model with
more salespeople calling on clients and
potential customers? “If we can afford
to do it,” says Stephen, “it needs to be a
mixture of both.”
In response, Tejas has begun to
OCTOBER 2016

emphasize those business niches
that offer higher margins. “In the last
three years we have added a line of
business specialists to enable us to sell
more furniture, more JanSan and more
promotional products,” says Stephen.
“We have a furniture expert and a
designer on staff now, and we have
a JanSan expert that came over from
Corporate Express/Staples.”
This past February Tejas acquired
a smaller local dealer with a strong
promotional products business and its
former owner, Ellen Elam, has joined the
Tejas team to help make promo sales a
major emphasis. In a short time, promo
has grown to about six percent of sales,
and Stephen expects it will go as high as
15 or 20 percent in a relatively short time.
Furniture sales also have taken on a
greater role. “Right now, with what is
happening with the Houston economy,
we do a lot of move management,” says
Stephen. “We have a team that goes in,
reconfigures the space and physically
moves the furniture around.”
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Furniture acquired in this
fashion include better
items, such as A-Grade
pieces, that get listed
online. The salespeople are
made aware of these items
and promote them to their customers.
Clients on tight budgets appreciate the
opportunity to purchase better furniture
items at something close to budget
prices. “We have been able to mark it up
and make some good margins even after
we figure in delivery,” says Stephen.
Another worthwhile furniture activity
involves product sales to oil- and gasrelated companies. Those companies
build out facilities with as much as 20,000
square feet of office space and look to
Tejas to furnish it. “Those opportunities
have been great as we get executive
offices, cubicles, reception areas, break
rooms and conference rooms, “says
Stephen.
Stephen is optimistic about future growth
opportunities, especially with an emphasis
on higher margin lines. “With competition
where just about anybody can sell office
supplies we need to expand those lines,”
he says. And the future most likely will
include further acquisitions. “I think we will
grow more through acquisition and having
more feet on the street.”
PAGE 18

Tough Labels for Tough Jobs

Whatever the conditions, Avery WeatherProof™
Labels will survive the journey.
Avery WeatherProof™ Shipping Labels hang tough no matter how rough
the conditions. They stick securely, repel water and resist scuffing,
tearing and smudging, so they still look great at journey's end.

©2016 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of CCL Labels, Inc.
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If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Spirit of Life honoree Joe Templet with City of Hope’s Kristin Bertell, dinner chair Steve Shultz and National Business Products Council chair Scott Light had over 14.3 million
good reasons to be smiling last month.

Industry Honors Joe Templet with Spirit of Life Award
as City of Hope Fundraising Sets New Record
Representatives from just about every corner of our industry—
both in terms of an increasingly diverse product mix and from all
channels of distribution—gathered in Chicago last month for a
very special evening to honor Essendant senior VP of business
development Joe Templet as this year’s Spirit of Life Honoree for
the City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry Council.
Reflecting the affection and respect Templet has enjoyed
throughout the course of an industry career that spans more
than 30 years, this year’s City of Hope campaign raised a record
$14.3 million to support the Duarte, California-based hospital
and medical research center.
Total contributions to City of Hope from the National Business
Products Industry since the group’s first Spirit of Life gala in
1983 now stand at over $155 million, demonstrating a remarkable record of generosity and enabling City of Hope to accelerate the development of numerous medical breakthroughs, new
therapies and cures that impact literally over 100 million patients
worldwide.

At last month’s gala, City of Hope president and CEO Robert
Stone presented compelling evidence of just how the industry’s
support is making a difference, highlighting recent advances
in immunotherapy that promise dramatic improvements in the
treatment of brain cancer.
Templet himself declared confidently that thanks to the support
of organizations like the National Business Products Industry,
there is every reason to expect a cure for diabetes in our own
lifetime and a cure for cancer in our children’s lifetime.
And cancer survivor Vicki Fisher brought the battle against the
disease to a personal level, as she spoke movingly of her own
experiences as a City of Hope patient and the organization’s philosophy that declares “There is no profit in curing the body if, in the
process, we destroy the soul.”
Next year’s Spirit of Life honoree will be Steve Shultz, president
and COO of GOJO Industries and the initial contributions for his
campaign have already started to come in.

continued on page 22 >>
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There’s something for everyone at Minneola
Farms. Whether you want to spice things up
with our Wasabi Party Mix or keep it clean
with our Natural Almonds, the selection of
gourmet quality nuts & dried fruit mixes
from Minneola Farms is second to none.

www.ofﬁcesnax.us
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Part of the record amount raised by this year’s City of Hope campaign came from the
efforts of a dedicated team of industry cyclists who last month took part in a 500-mile
ride from Hewlett-Packard headquarters in Palo Alto, California to the City of Hope
campus in Duarte.

Fourteen cyclists from four industry companies—ECi Software Solutions, Supplies
Network, Hewlett-Packard and HSM of America—raised over $55,000 and planning is
already underway for a similar event next year.

BSA Forum Focuses on Opportunity and
the Need for Change and Greater Collaboration
Independent dealers can expect continued opportunities to gain market share
from their big box competition following
the failure of the Staples-Office Depot
merger effort, but they will need to change
how they go to market and their business
partners in the channel will need to work
together more closely than ever to make
the most of those opportunities.

That was the message last month from
the Business Solutions Association’s 2016
Annual Forum in San Diego, a meeting
that brought together independents’ leading manufacturer, wholesaler, rep group,
dealer group and technology partners to
explore key industry trends and consider
how best to respond to them.

This year’s BSA meeting had a special
dimension, as the association celebrated its 100th year of industry service but
while members spoke proudly of the past
achievements, the overall focus of the
meeting was very much on the future.

Industry veteran and former BSA president Mike Wilbur
received a Lifetime Achievement Award at the BSA
Forum from the association’s president Jim O’Brien.

Former Fortune Brands board chairman and ACCO
Brands president Norm Wesley (center, with former BSA
president Joe Templet, left, and incoming president
Barry Lane) was honored with BSA’s 2016 Legend of
the Industry Award.

BSA president Jim O’Brien presented Frey Gaede rep
firm principals Jim Gaede (left) and John Frey, Sr. (right)
with BSA’s 2016 Leadership Award.
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In an overview of the current industry landscape and near-term opportunities and
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It's time to embrace the latest
technology in furniture sales.

Navigate through
interactive catalogs
from your favorite
manufacturers.

Build unique
workplace layouts
and specify fabrics
and finishes.

Create stunning,
Provide fully priced
high definition
and accurate
renderings with just estimations to share
one tap.
instantly.

The enitre client-engagement experience
has been completely reinvented with
The KITS collaborator™ Mobile,
an industry leading visual sales tool.
1.416.499.2457 x 2720
sales@kisptech.com
www.kisp.com/kits
The KITS collaborator™ is the registered trademark and product of KiSP, Inc.
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risks, Cleveland Research analyst Chris
Hodson contended new plans and strategies put in place by both Staples and
Office Depot following their unsuccessful
merger attempt could well lead to new
growth potential for independents.
He said Office Depot had essentially put
on hold its efforts to integrate OfficeMax
systems and distribution into its own operations during the Staples-Depot merger
attempt and predicted the resumption of
integration efforts could bring a major disruption to service levels.
Hodson also pointed out Staples has recently been pulling back somewhat on the
aggressive pricing it had implemented for
most of this year while simultaneously reducing headcount, a combination that he
suggested could also create new share
gain opportunities for independents.
While recognizing the growing presence
of Amazon in the OP marketplace, Hodson said the industry is uniquely well-positioned to compete.
He said the “e-commerce mentality” emphasizes things the office products industry is already good at, such as managing a
very large product assortment and providing superior service and delivery.
At the same time, though, Hodson and
other speakers on the program made
clear that independents and their business partners could not afford a “business as usual” attitude if they were to take
advantage of current positive trends.
Also front and center at the meeting was
the need for the independent dealer channel as a whole to step up its game, both in
terms of digital content and merchandising
as well as marketing to the new generation
of office buyers and end users.
In a session on insights and strategies to
meet the new demands of the online channel, 3M’s Pam Narum and Avery’s Robert
Wainberg pointed to numerous research
studies showing the growing importance
of shoppers’ online activity to final purOCTOBER 2016

continued from page 22
chases, even when those purchases are
not necessarily made online themselves.
Strong digital content, Narum and Wainberg argued, should no longer be viewed
as just a cost of doing business. Instead,
it represents a strategic asset with the
ability to influence purchasing decisions
and build brand loyalty.
Also generating plenty of attention at the
BSA Forum was the need to adapt to today’s — and tomorrow’s — multi-generational marketplace and workplace.
Emory University business school professor Andrea Hershatter pointed out the
millennial generation—those born between 1982 and 2001—will represent at
least 44% of the workforce by 2030 and
all segments of the industry will need to
adapt to respond to their expectations
and preferences for continued success.

In addition to the Forum’s general sessions, the event also offered a special
program track on online merchandising
and a Town Hall meeting which featured
an open discussion of key industry challenges and possible responses.
Also at the meeting, BSA members elected Barry Lane, vice president of commercial sales at Avery Products Corporation,
at their new president, succeeding current
president Jim O’Brien.
Lane began his industry career in 1978,
and joined Avery in 1982. As vice president of commercial sales, he has worked
effectively throughout the Industry to ensure the long term success of Avery’s independent dealers and wholesalers.
Lane served on BSA’s Board of Directors
for the past nine years and was most recently vice president.

During the Forum, Hershatter moderated
two separate panel discussions in which
industry members offered their own perspectives on the most important shifts in
workplace expectations, culture and sales
and marketing strategies. Key takeaways
included:

He has also been active in other industry organizations, serving on the Advisory
Board for the American Office Products
Distributors (AOPD), TriMega Purchasing
Association’s Supplier Advisory Council
and the City of Hope National Office Products Council.

•P
 ersonal buyer-seller relationships
are still important but technology is
changing the way those relationships
are being built.

Also during the Forum, BSA recognized
several outstanding OP professionals for
their contributions to the association and
to the industry at large. They included:

•B
 uyers and end users today expect
more choices and a greater degree
of control in the overall procurement
process.
•P
 urchasing is becoming
decentralized in all but the largest
corporate accounts with end users
increasingly empowered to do their
own buying.
•W
 ork for millennials—both on the
customer side and internally among
employees—needs to be fun, teamoriented and offer meaning that goes
beyond the basic paycheck.

• Industry veteran and former BSA
president Mike Wilbur—Lifetime
Achievement Award.
•F
 ormer Fortune Brands board
chairman and ACCO Brands
president Norm Wesley—2016
Legend of the Industry Award
•F
 rey Gaede rep firm principals John
Frey, Sr. and Jim Gaede—2016
Leadership Award.
Next year’s BSA Forum will take place
September 5-7 in Austin, Texas.
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Miracles Do Happen
with a Little Help.
City of Hope uses science and soul to outsmart
cancer. Georgia-Pacific is proud to support
City of Hope – with a donation of $125,000.
It’s our way of helping those who help others.

Visit cityofhope.org to learn
more about the cause.
©2016 Georgia-Pacific Professional. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted, all trademarks are owned by or licensed to
Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP. City of Hope and logo are trademarks of City of Hope non-profit benefit corporation.
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Costco and Walmart Launch
New Office Supplies Delivery Services

Walmart is currently using several different delivery models, according to Sozzi.

Costco and Walmart have both started pilot delivery services
to their customers, according to a report on the TheStreet.com
website by special features correspondent Brian Sozzi.

In Miami, the company is using Instacart rival Deliv to handle
small order sizes and Need it Now to tackle larger orders, such
as office equipment. Orders in Dallas are being delivered by a
Walmart truck driver, Sozzi reported.

Last month, a Costco Business Center in San Diego started offering two-hour, same-day delivery through a partnership with
the Instacart delivery company, Sozzi reported.

A call to one of Sam’s Club Dallas locations to inquire about delivery fees failed to obtain exact details.

According to a senior Costco executive Sozzi interviewed, the
service will launch initially with the capability to ship groceries to
small businesses such as local restaurant owners but is expected to quickly expand to include office supplies.
A phone call to the San Diego location yielded the following information on delivery charges: Orders of $250 or more are delivered
free of charge though pricing on the costcobusinessdelivery.com
website is different from pricing on the regular Costco.com website with delivery costs “built in.” Orders for less than $250 carry
a $25 delivery charge.
Meanwhile, Walmart’s Sam’s Club division recently began offering next-day delivery services for office supplies in Dallas, Miami
and Tulsa, a Walmart spokeswoman told Sozzi.

The customer service rep who answered the phone said the manager was on vacation but she suggested it would be a good idea
to place a large order to reduce delivery charges. She said she
could not say exactly what those charges would be because “it
depended on what you were ordering and where the order was
shipping to.”

HP to Acquire Samsung Printer Business
In what it described as the largest print acquisition in the company’s history, HP last month announced it is acquiring Samsung’s
printer business in a deal valued at $1.05 billion.

continued on page 27 >>

Organizational
Solutions

deflecto

®

LIFT
STACK
with
LOCK
anti-fatigue
support foam

Interlocking Multi-Bin

Stackable

Stacking Organizer Caddy Organizer
PERFECT FOR ORGANIZING A VARIETY OF SUPPLIES

GREAT FOR ON-THE-GO STORAGE

Our classic multi-bin organizers stack and connect together to form a custom
modular system. Unique, interlocking, dovetail design allows you to mix, match
and stack bins vertically, saving tabletop space. Clear bins tilt out and stay open
while in use and include identiﬁcation labels.

This mobile storage organizer is designed to allow multiple units to stack
and connect using the unique lift and lock feature. Clear, removable storage
containers in 3 sizes keep your supplies visible and secure. Patent pending.

Rotating

Carousel Organizer

Features clear, full-view removeable
canisters with snap-tight lids.
Base rotates 360° in either direction
for quick access and viewing.
www.deﬂecto.com
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HP said the acquisition positions it to “disrupt and reinvent the
$55 billion copier industry, a segment that hasn’t innovated in
decades.” Part of the disruption, HP indicated, will be an effort
to replace copiers with multifunction printer (MFP) technology.
HP said Samsung has built what it called “a formidable portfolio”
of A3 MFPs that come with as few as seven replaceable parts.
A3 devices are designed to handle letter, legal, ledger and some
smaller sizes like postcards and envelopes, in contrast to 8.5” x
11” A4 units.
HP currently has just a 5% share of the A3 segment, compared
to a 40% share in the A4 printer market, according to copier and
printer industry analyst Louella Fernandes.
HP plans to maintain and support the Samsung brand for the
next two years or so before rolling the products into the HP
brand, according to reporting by the BLI industry research firm.

OfficeZilla Franchise Network
Adds Two New Dealers
The OfficeZilla office products dealer franchise organization
has announced the addition of two new dealers to its network,

Chastain’s Office Furnishings & Supplies and Office Xpress.
Athens, Georgia-based Chastain’s is a family-owned dealership
that has been serving businesses in Athens and the surrounding
area since 1979. Chris Chastain and his wife, Tami, represent
the second-generation of the family to own the business. Office
Xpress, based in Lincolnton, Georgia, was founded in 2008 by
Teresa Burgess and Debra Poland.

Supplies Network Enhances Connectivity with
AOSware, Enters 3D Printing Supplies Market
Wholesaler Supplies Network last month announced that dealers
using the AOSware reseller’s operating system are now able to
take advantage of a wide range of connection capabilities with
Supplies Network, including PO transmission, PO confirmation,
shipment confirmation and real-time stock checks.
Supplies Network said AOSware is combining the technology
product eContent of Supplies Network with general office supplies eContent, with the aim of enabling the AOSware reseller
to seamlessly promote both to their end-users in a manner that
allows the reseller full control over search results.

continued on page 28 >>

PM Company offers small rolls
for all of your portable printer needs

Our paper roll offering supports the new EMV printers.
Try our coreless roll in machines with a cradle to change paper rolls less frequently.
www.pmcompany.com
800.327.4359 • 513.825.7626
9220 Glades Dr. Fairfield, OH 45011-8821
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Separately, Supplies Network announced
its expansion into the 3D printing supplies
and filament market through a new partnership with 3D printer supplies manufacturer Makeshaper.

SYNNEX Awarded NCPA
Contract, Launches New
Regulated Industries Effort
IT distributor SYNNEX last month announced it has been awarded a contract
by the National Cooperative Purchasing
Alliance (NCPA), a purchasing cooperative that leverages the collective buying
power of government agencies nationwide. SYNNEX said the award makes it
the first broadline IT distributor to hold an
NCPA contract.
Once approved through the SYNNEX
Dealer Program, qualified resellers are
authorized to invoice NCPA members
and accept payment on behalf of SYNNEX, the company said. Resellers in the
small-to-medium business space can
also team with larger resellers to win
NCPA contracts, it added.
“Adding NCPA is a game-changer for our
reseller partners, as the agreement allows
them to capitalize on an expansive new
contract vehicle to win more business in
the public and non-profit sectors through
SYNNEX,” said Eddie Franklin, vice president, sales, public sector and vertical
markets for SYNNEX.

continued from page 27

Smead Names Dan Wagner
VP of Sales
Smead Manufacturing has announced the
promotion of Dan Wagner to vice president
of sales. A veteran employee of the company, Wagner has held various positions
within the sales organization, including
sales correspondent, sales representative,
national account manager and director of
category management. Most recently, he
served as director of national accounts.

“This is truly where our strength lies as
a company,” Petrick added. “We plan to
enhance and advance this offering for our
customers and end users. Moving forward, the focus for our company will be to
support technology products.”
As a direct result of the shift in focus, Petrick said Bretford will no longer produce
its EDU 2.0 product line, inclusive of EXPLORE tables and seating.
Also being discontinued: MOTIV seating,
Emoji desking and seating and Basics, inclusive of Connections and Quattro tables
and accessories.

“During his tenure at Smead, Dan has established strong customer relationships
and has been instrumental in the development and growth of key accounts”, stated
Smead president Casey Avent. “With his
background and wealth of experience we
are excited that Dan has accepted this
position to lead our sales team.”

“Most significantly, NCPA covers 100 percent of the SYNNEX line card, equipping
resellers with the ability to win across key
verticals and geographic regions regardless of the mandated technology.”

Bretford Exits School
Furniture Market, Steps
Up Efforts on Technology
Integration Products

Separately, SYNNEX also announced last
month a new regulated industries strategy designed to support its resellers in
end-user vertical markets such as transportation, healthcare, utilities and construction.

There’s one less player in the school furniture market following the announcement
last month from Bretford Manufacturing
that it is pulling out of that business to increase its focus on products that support
the integration of technology in learning
environments.
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“Current market conditions have forced
us to re-examine many aspects of our
company and after looking at all the factors that make up our business, we have
made the decision to focus on products
that support technology such as mobile
device carts and charging lockers, as well
as some of our traditional products like
book trucks, AV carts and white boards,”
Bretford CEO Chris Petrick said in an announcement to customers.
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As of October 31, Bretford will no longer
be accepting orders for these furniture
products, Petrick said, though he stressed
that all warranties associated with the discontinued lines will be honored until the
end of their specified warranty period.
The lines being discontinued represent
about 30-40% of Bretford’s overall product line, indicated Bob Redding, Bretford’s VP of sales, marketing and customer care. Redding said there are no plans
at the present time to transition any of the
brands that are being discontinued to other manufacturers.
Redding also indicated Bretford will be
maintaining its existing 350,000 sq. ft.
manufacturing facility in Franklin Park, Illinois and is planning a significant rollout of
new products to support its new direction
in Q4 2016 and Q1 of next year.
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C-Line Wins First Place Buyer’s
Choice Award for New Folder Product

“We are excited to have Phil as part of our team; many dealers
already know him and appreciate his wealth of industry knowledge and engaging facilitation style,” said Krista Moore, CEO of
K.Coaching.
“Together, we are dedicated to helping independent dealers get
on the fast-track to sales success, providing then the resources
they need to up-level their skills and strategies, as they continue
to compete in today’s marketplace,” she said.

New Chair Mat Line, Dimensions
Linear, from ES Robbins
ES Robbins has introduced Dimensions Linear, a new line of
chair mats that comes with a linear design and ergonomic features that the company said are designed to offer greater comfort and a smoother glide.
Congratulations are in order for C-Line Products, winners of the
first place award in the Buyer’s Choice category at the ECRM
school and office supplies event in Jacksonville last month.
The ECRM organization hosts over 50 supplier-retailer meeting
events for a variety of product categories in the consumer packaged goods industry.
C-Line won the award for its Classroom Connector School-ToHome folder line.

IDGrowth Launches Introductory Offer, Adds
Industry Veteran Phil Barnette to Its Team

“We decided to push the envelope with chair mat design. Why
not create something with ergonomic features that looks stunning as well? This is not your average chair mat,” said company
founder Edward S. Robbins, III.
Inspired by architectural beauty, the Dimensions Linear chair mat
is designed to work for any office setting with low to medium pile
carpet and provide protection for carpets up to ¾” thick including padding.
Made in the USA, the mat is available in three of the most popular sizes, 36” x 48”, 45” x 53” and 46” x 60” with lipped or
rectangle shape. It also includes ES Robbins’ limited lifetime “No
Crack Mat” Warranty.

IDGrowth Solutions, the independent dealer arm of the K.Coaching business coaching and consulting organization, has announced a special introductory offer for its Sales Vault online
learning system.
The system provides subscribers with 24/7 unlimited access to
over 60 hours of learning and development for dealer sales, sales
managers and business owners and now through November 7,
dealers can take advantage of a 50% discount on the annual fee.
For more information, visit www.idgrowth.com/membership.
Separately, K.Coaching announced the addition of industry veteran Phil Barnette to its team of business coaches and trainers.
Barnette, who brings over 40 years of industry experience in
training and development, most recently managing UTD United
Dealer Training /CORE Learn for Essendant, will focus on business development, leading coaching programs and facilitating
training for the IDGrowth Solutions brand.
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For more information, visit www.esrchairmats.com.
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You’re buying too many tax forms

You’re buying more than your customers want • And you’re throwing too many away

ComplyRight has launched a dealer site at
www.complyrightdealer.com to give you easy online
access to their complete line. You can open an account,
search for special use tax forms, place orders, track shipments; see your invoices and more. It offers help via live
chat, email or toll free phone. And the site offers you more
than just tax forms with a full line of compliance products
like labor law posters, HR forms, workplace safety products and all at direct-to-you discounts.

That’s an odd headline from a tax form
manufacturer. Wouldn’t we want to sell you as
many tax forms as we can? Others may entice
you with deep discounts if you order more or
order early. But how’s that working for you?
To put it in perspective let’s look at an item
you’re more familiar with: copy paper.

Order only what you need when
you need it

What if you managed copy paper
like tax forms?

We’ve designed our product and our service to
meet the needs of you and your customer…
not to sell you too many forms and then stick
you with the leftovers.

And the site offers you more than just tax
forms, with a full line of compliance products
like labor law posters, HR forms, workplace
safety products and more. All at direct-to-you
discounts.

We’ve designed a better way for
you to order…

This is how you compete

You order copy paper by the carton to get a
better price. There are ten reams per carton
and you sell your customer the reams they
need.
But what if they need only 125 sheets? Would
you break open a ream and count out 125,
hoping to sell the leftover sheets to another
customer? Of course not… but this is exactly
what many dealers do with tax forms.
Unlike copy paper, you only sell tax forms for
a few months. Tax forms are “dated goods” so
you throw the leftover forms away. It’s time to
rethink this.

Sell customers only what they
need… and everything they
need… in one box.
ComplyRight offers a better solution… our
TaxRight kits. We offer W-2s and 1099s in
quantities of 10, 25 or 50. And they come
complete with matching envelopes, an instruction sheet and transmittal forms needed
to file with the IRS.
You present your customer with a clean, professional package instead of a shrink-wrapped
stack of loose forms.
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When you order TaxRight packages from
ComplyRight there’s, no minimum, no freight
and free drop shipping direct to your customer. And you enjoy a 50% discount off the
MSRP.

Some dealers might not stock forms or break
open packages for their customers. They have
opted for an easier way to order by relying
on their wholesaler and going with whatever
they offer. But what they offer leaves a lot to
be desired.
There’s a total of nine SKUs for their W-2 and
1099 packages and four of those are continuous forms… you know, the perforated forms
with the pin-feed holes along the edge. When
was the last time you saw one of these printers
in action?

You can use the site to order TaxRight or
search for the special forms your customer
needs.
You can place orders, track shipments, see
your invoices and more. Plus, it connects you
to the tax experts at ComplyRight via live
chat, email or toll free phone.

A couple of our savvy dealers put our TaxRight product on Amazon (yes, I used the “A”
word) and it instantly shot up to their #1 seller
in tax forms. And the ten forms package was
especially popular.
These dealers saw the opportunity to reach
beyond the same old tax forms. It’s true… you
have to sell more than just the tried and true.
Today you need to offer more and ComplyRight has new solutions that work for you and
your customers.

And there’s not a lot of help if you need something other than these nine SKUs. There’s a
better way.

Watch next month’s issue for
another new tax product from
ComplyRight that gets rid of tax
forms altogether.

Introducing
www.complyrightdealer.com

How can we do that? Stay tuned!

We’ve just launched a new site designed specifically for you, the dealer, and you’ll find it at
www.complyrightdealer.com.
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EVERYTHING YOUR CUSTOMER NEEDS.

NOTHING YOU DON’T.

For Your Customer

W-2 or 1099 • Available with 10, 25 or 50 Forms
Forms • Envelopes • Transmittals • Instructions and Tips

For You

No Obsolete Inventory • No Dated Goods Leftover
No Minimum • No Freight • Free Drop Ship • 50% Discount

Contact Maria for more information:
800-482-9367 or email MDNavarro@complyright.com

IS, TriMega Get Ready to Make
Big Happen Again at EPIC 2016

Next month, members of the Independent Stationers and TriMega dealer groups will be heading to Nashville for EPIC 2016, their
fourth annual joint convention and expo.

tional wide-ranging educational program, a tradeshow featuring
an increasingly diverse mix of product categories and plenty of
opportunities for networking, entertainment and good deeds.

Set for November 1-3 at the Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention Center, the event, as its name suggests, promises to be one
of EPIC proportions, with several new features joining the tradi-

On the following pages we take a look at what attendees can
expect to find at this year’s EPIC extravaganza.
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Wayne Bartkowiak Needs Your Help
In The Fight of His Life
For more than 30 years, Wayne Bartkowiak has been fighting for independents—working for S.P.
Richards, Tejas Office Products, and Reliant Business Products and serving for five years on the
AOPD Executive Committee.
Now, Wayne is in a fight of a very different kind and he needs our help!
In mid-June, after no signs of anything beyond a minor upset stomach, Wayne was
diagnosed with Stage 4 colon cancer. A cat scan and colonoscopy were followed by two
separate emergency operations and chemotherapy to hopefully shrink his tumor.
As his medical bills continue to rise, two of Wayne’s industry friends, Dick Keller of Reliant
Office Products and Robert Champion, formerly of Global Office Furniture and Westar Office Products, have set up a
“Go Fund Me” account, www.gofundme.com/waynebartkowiak, to help make this difficult time a little easier for Wayne
and his family.
Any amount, no matter how small, will make a difference. Let Wayne know that in this fight, he is not alone.
Thank you.

Please Donate Now

EPIC 2016
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SCHEDULE
MONDAY October 31

WEDNESDAY November 2

3:00pm-9:00pm: Airport ground transportation available
3:00pm-6:00pm: Registration

TUESDAY November 1
7:30am-6:30pm: Registration
8:00am-4:00pm: TriMega Purchasing Clinic
8:30am-4:30pm: EPIC Sales Boot Camp
9:00am-6:00pm: Airport ground transportation available
Golf/Activities
• Golf Shotgun Start 10:00am
• Segway Tour of Nashville 10:00am
• Kitchen Culinary Tour at Belle Meade Plantation 1:00pm
3:00pm-5:00pm: NEXT “Spreading Cheer” Give Back Event
benefiting City of Hope
4:00pm-5:30pm: TriMega ThinkTank Breakout
5:30pm-7:00pm: NEXT Breakout and Mixer
7:00pm-9:00pm: EPIC Street Fest Welcome Party
at Pub District, sponsored by Smead

7:00am-6:00pm: Tradeshow Setup—Exhibitors
7:45am-8:30am: Member Breakfast
sponsored by S.P. Richards
8:30am- 9:30am: Independent Stationers Shareholders Meeting
8:30am-9:30am: TriMega-Only Seminars
9:45am-10:45am: TriMega Membership Meeting
9:45am-10:45am: Independent Stationers-Only Seminars
10:55am-12:10pm: Education Forums: forDealers, byDealers
12:15pm-1:10pm: HP Lunch & Learn
sponsored by Hewlett Packard
1:15pm-4:50pm: Education Forums: forDealers, byDealers
6:00pm-9:00pm: EPIC Meets CMA Awards Party at Country
Music Hall of Fame, sponsored by Essendant

THURSDAY November 3
8:00am-12:00pm: Registration
8:30am-9:00am: Breakfast
sponsored by Domtar’s Enterprise Group
9:00am-10:15am: General Session
sponsored by Domtar’s Enterprise Group
10:30am-4:30pm: Tradeshow Open
11:30am-1:30pm: Tradeshow Lunch
sponsored by Avery
4:45pm-6:00pm: EPIC Prize Drawing Reception
in Tennessee Ballroom
sponsored by 3M
Event Concludes

FRIDAY November 4
6:00am-12:00pm: Departures
9:00am-2:00pm: Hike for Hope, benefiting City of Hope

What’s New at This Year’s EPIC
Show organizers Independent Stationers and TriMega promise a bigger and more powerful EPIC event this year and they’ve laid on
several new features to make that happen and then some. They include:
•C
 o-location with ECi Software Solutions’ Connect 2016
user conference, offering dealers using ECI’s DDMS, Red
Falcon and Team Design systems the opportunity to explore
new ways to strengthen their technology resources at the
same time as they catch up on the latest industry trends and
products.
• EPIC Get-Togethers, a new appointment setting feature
that will enable dealer attendees, for the first time, to schedule one-on-one sessions with EPIC exhibitors during the
tradeshow to allow for more constructive conversations and

more productive booth visits.
•E
 ducation for dealers by dealers with a program of panel
sessions, best of the best presentations and roundtable discussions that put dealer-to-dealer sharing, idea generation
and best practices front and center.
Plus, also for the first time, EPIC attendees will also enjoy free
registration for the 2016 ISSA/INTERCLEAN show, the country’s
largest janitorial and sanitation industry gathering, which takes
place in Chicago, October 25-28.

continued on page 36 >>
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The new G2 PenStylus from Pilot is the perfect office partner for your customers
and is available in three stylish barrel colors. The premium, high performance stylus
tip works fluidly on touchscreen devices and the smooth writing gel ink of G2 is a
workplace legend. Energize your sales with Pilot innovation and the G2 PenStylus!

EPIC 2016
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Dealer-Centric Learning Front and Center at This Year’s EPIC
There’s a major shift in emphasis for the education and training program at this year’s EPIC, with the addition of a heavy focus on
dealers learning from other dealers.
Under the “ForDealers, ByDealers” heading, a full schedule of sessions on key industry issues and opportunities is on tap and just
about all the presenters and panelists are themselves dealer members of either IS or TriMega. Here’s a brief overview of the sessions, both for all dealers and for IS or TriMega members only. Except for TriMega’s all-day Purchasing Clinic (See below), they are
all scheduled for Wednesday, November 2.
SESSIONS OPEN TO MEMBERS OF BOTH GROUPS
10:55 am-12:10 pm

1:15 pm-2:30 pm

M&A Strategies for Success

Clean Scene—Tips for Jan-San
Success

Learn how to effectively buy or sell a
business from dealers who have done it.
Topics include how to prepare a business
for sale and improve its value; what elements are considered as most important
and valuable by buyers, and how to
mitigate pre-closing and post-closing risk
whether buying or selling a business.

n Idea Swap
Take advantage of the opportunity to
share best practices, discuss the issues
that keep you awake at night and swap
big ideas in an open exchange among
small groups.

n Furniture for the Future
Find out how you can go beyond transactional sales to uncover the bigger
opportunities.

n Killer Sales Tactics Swapped
Exchange ideas, insights and tips and
tricks with your fellow dealers on successful sales tactics, closing strategies
and prospecting tools and gain fresh
perspectives on customer types, new
product categories and more.

n How EPIC Business Essentials
Can Help You Win
Learn more about EPIC Business Essentials, the joint venture between Independent Stationers National Accounts/Federal Sales division and TriMega’s Point
Nationwide, and find out how you can go
after and win larger size accounts.
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Join a panel of your fellow dealers for a
discussion on how to win in this category. Who are the right partners? What are
healthy margins in the category? What
is the value proposition of the OP dealer
compared to the incumbents? What
are effective strategies for selling to the
“back of the house”? This session will
cover these topics and more.

n It’s All in the (Sales) DNA:
Attracting and Retaining Top
Sales Personnel
Where do you find good salespeople and
how do you keep them? This roundtable
session will assemble the shared knowledge of a wide range of dealers. You’ll
learn what’s working and not and have
the opportunity to share your success
stories and horror stories as well.

n Digital Marketing Success
From social media and search engine
optimization (SEO) to effective website
design and influential content marketing,
this session will examine what works
best for dealers on the digital marketing
front,

n To Bid or Not to Bid? Bid Tactics Examined in Depth
See first-hand how dealers have successfully navigated the bid proposal process. Find out how to make a competitive bid at or below cost and still make an
acceptable profit. Learn about the Power
Channel’s war chest of “dirty tricks” and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

how to address them one-by-one. Find
access to databases of information that
can help you speed up the process and
strengthen your presentation.

n EPIC Business Essentials/
NIPA/TCPN: Winning with Cities
and Schools: Unlock Your Sales
Potential with Public Procurement Professionals
Come join the National IPA/TCPN organization to take a deeper dive into the nuances of public procurement and working
with your local government customers.
Learn the Do’s and Don’ts of successful
government selling and how to maximize
your success by utilizing the resources of
the National IPA team.
2:30 pm-3:45 pm

When Your Employees Act
Like Owners, Everyone
Wins! Creating a Culture of
Accountability
Discover techniques from other dealers
who have found new approaches to
creating a more positive environment of
ownership and accountability.

n Competing Against AND
Selling on Amazon
Everyone is battling Amazon in some
fashion. You might be thinking, if I can’t
beat them, why not join them? In this
session, you’ll learn what your fellow
independents are doing to level the
playing field to compete against and also
sell on Amazon.

continued on page 38 >>
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n Fountain of Youth—Tapping
into Millennials in Your Biz
Hear from fellow dealers (and real-live
millennials) on how to attract younger
employees, execute effective onboarding
programs for millennials and how to
develop compensation plans that hit the
mark for millennials and more!

n Category Corral—New
Category Success Stories
Swapped
Discover how other dealers are
penetrating new categories, tapping into
new revenue streams and stretching the
boundaries of “traditional.” Jan/San is
an easy one. But what about the others?
Lighting? Sound? Ad specialties? Tech?
Safety? Software? Equipment? You name
it!

n EPIC Business Essentials: The
Federal Government—Still the
Largest Consumer of What You
Sell
Learn how EPIC Business Essentials
has simplified the process of selling
to the federal government by offering
numerous federal procurement vehicles.
Hear firsthand from dealers how they
are selling into the federal space as they
share their secrets of success.

3:45 pm-5:00 pm

Best of the Best—Dealer Best
Practices Shared

n System Secrets—Tips, Tricks
and Hidden Workarounds to Get
More Out Of Your System
This panel will discuss some tips, tricks
and techniques to get the most out of
your system. Join your colleagues to
discuss your system and how to get
more value for your company. Examine
topics such as what bolt on software
works best for GL, Data Analytics,
commissions, etc.; how to easily export
to external systems; how to make price
updates work better/faster; month end
speed, and more.

n Everything You Think You
Know About Pricing Is Wrong
Find out from the trenches what works
when it comes to pricing, and maybe
more importantly, what doesn’t work
anymore. Dealers and industry veterans
will share best pricing practices, what
works, what didn’t work, and how we can
all better understand some of the pricing
strategies deployed by the national and
online players.

n Buy Local in the Age of
Amazon
What does Buy Local really mean when
you are going to battle against disrupter
and behemoth Amazon and other
big box competitors? This insightful,
interactive session will look at their effect
on the marketplace and also highlight
dealers who have used Buy Local in their
business with success.

Back for its third year, Best of the Best
is a powerful, interactive session that
brings together the best of the bunch to
share learnings with fellow dealers. Ask
questions, come with your own ideas to
share and leave with real-life takeaways
you can use in your own business.

INDEPENDENT STATIONERSSPECIFIC SESSIONS
(9:45 am-10:45 am)

Revamp Your Digital Marketing
with IntelliWeb
In this seminar, Independent Stationers
will demonstrate IntelliWeb, the group’s
digital marketing solution that provides IS
members with access to a professional,
customized website home page that
integrates with your eCommerce system,
corresponding email marketing, blogging
that will generate new leads and much
more!

n IS Board-Member Open
Discussion
This seminar time will be devoted to
IS members and their questions, to
be answered by the group’s Board of
Directors. Staff will not be in attendance
at this IS dealer-only session.

n Expand Your Printing Solution
with Independent Stationers
Vistaprint Program
Learn about Independent Stationers’
alliance with Vistaprint Corporate to
provide members with a professional
print fulfilment solution that they can
offer to their customers. Take advantage
of a zero-cost way to promote and sell
a brand new range of printed items and
find out how you can widen your offer if
you already provide print management.

continued on page 40 >>
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City of Hope
LOCAL INDUSTRY TOUR AND LUNCHEON

Friday, December 16, 2016
10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Tour • 12 to 1 p.m. Lunch
Meet at Fountain
We invite you to join your industry peers for a special tour of City of Hope. The tour is designed
not only to educate you on the miraculous work being done at City of Hope, but also to see how
the generosity and commitment of our business product industry has enhanced this world-class
facility. With your help, City of Hope continues to change the lives of cancer patients worldwide.
The 2017 National Business Products Industry campaign will honor Steve Schultz, president and
CEO of GOJO! Join us for an unforgettable day!

R.S.V.P. to Andy Ishii at aishii@coh.org
or call (626) 218-6566 by December 6
Hosted by:

EPIC 2016
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n Snacking for Success
Attend this session and discover
how you can cash in on the growing
awareness among employers of the value
of providing healthy and fresh snacks for
their people.

n The Safety Business, Personal
Protective Equipment Market
and Your Opportunities in It
The session will offer an introduction
to the Safety and Personal Protective
Equipment opportunity, the market size,
its terminology and product groups.
Also on the agenda: an introduction
to R3 Safety, its business rules and
fundamentals as well as its value-added
go-to-market strategy for business
development and enhanced service
levels.

TRIMEGA-SPECIFIC SESSIONS
(8:30 AM-9:30 AM)

n Coming to a Screen Near
You—Tapping into TriMega’s
New Website!
TriMega’s website at www.trimega.org
launched in 2004 and has been largely
unchanged since that time. Now, a new
TriMega website is in the works with a
late 2016 projected launch. This session
will bring you up to speed on all of the
site’s enhancements, new functionality
and improved navigation.

n Maximizing Your TriMega
ROM
Whether you are a veteran TriMega
member or a newbie, this session will
show you how to get the most Return on
Membership. Find out how to understand

your ROM Report, the TriMega supplier
programs (and read the pages on the
website), as well as tactics and tips to help
you buy better, lower your cost of goods
and sharpen your industry knowledge.

n Essendant Alliance in Depth
Hear the latest updates on TriMega’s
new alliance with Essendant and find out
how it can help strengthen your top and
bottom lines.
Tuesday, Nov. 1, 8:00 am-4:00 pm

n TriMega Purchasing Clinic
This hands-on, interactive session will
focus on helping you improve your
organization’s single largest expenditure,
cost of goods. The clinic will review
programs that dealers today use for
stocking or destocking product and offer
case-studies from successful members
on how they get it done. Space for this
session is limited and is on a first-come,
first-served basis.

continued on page 41 >>

RESPONSIBLE DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING FOR A
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

SUSTAIN
THE GREEN
PRESENTATION AND
COLLABORATIVE PRODUCTS
Stop by our booth at EPIC 2016
to learn about our EOY Bulk Order
Promo for additional savings and
learn about our end-user rebates
exclusively for the IDC!

www.mastervision-products.com
www.bi-office.com
OCTOBER 2016
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EPIC Good Deeds on Tap in Nashville
Reflecting the dealer community’s commitment to giving
back to the community, show organizers at Independent
Stationers and TriMega have scheduled a program with plenty
of opportunities to do good, with a range of activities before,
during and after the event.
EPIC exhibitors have proudly contributed over $125,000 in
product donations in previous years and the two groups are
looking to continue that impressive track record at this year’s
show. For more information on the Kids in Need Foundation,
visit www.kinf.org.

nS
 preading Cheer, sponsored by

TriMega’s NEXT Committee

n Hike for Hope

Finally, after the show closes, attendees can take their support
of City of Hope and the fight against cancer to new heights by
participating in the second annual Hike for Hope.
The good deeds get underway on Tuesday afternoon,
November 1, with “Spreading Cheer, a special event sponsored
by the NEXT Committee, TriMega’s group of young executives
and future industry leaders.
Open to all attendees and scheduled for 3:00 pm-5:00 pm,
participants will be able to “spread cheer” by assembling
Cheeriodicals, “big green boxes of cheer” made up of
age-appropriate magazines, toys, crafts and goodies for
hospitalized children at City of Hope to enjoy.
Working in teams of 8-10, EPIC attendee volunteers will
assemble the customized boxes and then, following the EPIC
event, a team of volunteers will help make a personal delivery
of the Cheeriodicals to children at City of Hope! For more
information, visit: http://bit.ly/2d08LJn.

n Kids in Need Foundation
Once EPIC gets underway in earnest, the opportunities for good
deeds continue, particularly for exhibitors. Once again, they will
be able to donate post-tradeshow products to the Kids in Need
Foundation, a national charity that provides free school supplies
nationally to students most in need.
OCTOBER 2016

Scheduled for Friday, November 4 and hosted once again by
TriMega’s Michael Morris, the event offers a perfect way to
cap off EPIC with a trip out to some spectacular scenery in
the rolling hills of Tennessee just outside of Nashville, while
supporting a remarkable cause.
Two different routes are on offer—easy to moderate and
moderate to difficult—and transportation is provided. All that’s
required is a minimum $200 fundraising commitment to City of
Hope.
Show organizers have created a Crowdrise Fundraising
homepage for participants—or you can choose to create your
own. This website will allow you to easily share it with friends,
colleagues and family to reach your $200 goal—and surpass it!
And if you don’t feel like fundraising, simply make a $200 taxdeductible donation to City of Hope and show up for your hike!
Looking for more information on how to do good while
going big at EPIC? Check out the “Give BIG” tab on the
www.wherebighappens.com.
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EPIC Sales Boot Camp Promises to Build Better Sales Skills
Back again by popular demand is the EPIC Sales Boot Camp, an intensive one-day
learning experience that runs from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM on Tuesday, November 1, the day
before the official EPIC kickoff day.
“Too many office products salespeople today underachieve with a transactional approach,”
says Boot Camp presenter and sales and marketing expert David Fellman.
“In the modern marketplace, it’s only partially about the product and the price and far more
about maximizing the value of each customer relationship and solving genuine buyer pain
and problems,” he contends.
In a fast-moving, idea and information-packed presentation, Fellman will lay out the skills
and the strategy needed to secure authentic differentiation in an increasingly crowded
marketplace.
From prospecting to presentation to dealing with objections and closing the sale, this
dynamic full day of training will provide a powerful start to EPIC 2016—for sales reps,
sales managers and dealer principals, alike—with plenty of opportunities to learn by doing
through role plays and similar interactive exercises.
Visit www.wherebighappens.com/epic-boot-camp-revolutionizing-sales-training/ for more
information.

continued on page 43 >>

Steal the Show
with

EPIC

Savings from C-Line!
% OFF SHOW
STOP BY

10

Present with Confidence
and Stay on Track.

ORDER*

BOOTH
#519
8XLITY

VISIB

(800) 323-6084 C-Line.com
*Order must be placed at show. 1 order per customer.
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EPIC Exhibitors as of October 2, 2016
3M

eDist Business

Liberty Laser Solutions, Inc.

RoyaL Sovereign

ACCO Brands

Educators Resource

LMI Solutions

Safco Products

Accutech

Energizer

Logicblock

SalesTactix

Acme United Corporation

ES Robbins

Samsill Corporation

Acroprint

Esselte

Master Manufacturing Co.,
Inc.

American Tombow Inc

Essendant

MAX USA CORP

Screenflex

AMMEX

Eurotech

Maxell Corporation of America

SentrySafe

Arlington Industries/Carolina

Fellowes Inc.

Mayline Company LLC

Shachihata

FireKing

Medline

ShurTech Brands

Avery

Fiskars Brands

Millennium Mat

Smead Manufacturing Co.

AVW Inc., dba Max Pro

Flash Furniture

MMF Industries

Special-T

Baumgartens

MooreCo Inc

S.P. Richards

BIC Corporation

Flexsteel Commercial Office/
DMI Furniture

Staedtler MARS

Bi-silque- MasterVision

Flipside Products

National Office Products
Alliance

Boise Paper

Fortune Web Marketing

Neenah Paper Inc

Box Partners

Georgia-Pacific

Nestle Professional

Brother International

Global Seating Solutions

Newell Brands

Bush Business Furniture (BBF)

Global Furniture Group

CANON

Gmi Companies

Norstar Office Products, Inc.
dba BOSS

Charles Leonard, Inc.

GOJO Industries, Inc.

Chartpak, Inc.

Gould Paper

Chicago Lighthouse Industries

House of Doolittle

C-Line Products

HP

Clover Imaging Group

HSM of America

COE Distributing

Iceberg Enterprises

Crayola

ILG (International Laser Group)

Deflecto

Imprint Plus

Dial Professional / Henkel

Independent Stationers

Digitek

Intelligent Dispensing
Solutions

Artistic

DiverseID
Diversified Computer Supplies
Dixon Ticonderoga
Domtar
ECi Software Solutions
Eco-Products
OCTOBER 2016

Office Snax
Officemate International Corp
OFM
Pacon Corp.
PapaNicholas Coffee
Paris Corporation
Pentel of America
Pilot Corp. Of America
PM Company
Quality Park
R3 Safety

Intertape Polymer Group

Rayovac

K. Coaching, Inc.

Reckitt Benckiser

Lathem Time

RightAngle Products

Lee Products Company

RJ Schinner

LESRO INDUSTRIES, INC.

Roaring Spring Paper Products

INDEPENDENT DEALER

Saunders Midwest LLC

Stanley-Bostitch
Storex
Supplies Network
SYNNEX Corporation
TABBIES, Div. of Xertrex
International Inc.
Tennsco
Thalerus Group
The HON Company
Tolco Corporation
TOPS Products
TriMega
Unimed Corp
Verbatim
Veritiv Corp
Victor Technology
Virco Inc
Vistar
von Drehle Corp
Zebra Pen Corp
Zep
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ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America 2016:

Unleashing the Industry’s Potential
If you’re looking for ideas and direction on how your dealership
can make the most of the jan-san opportunity, the place to be
next month will most definitely be Chicago, where ISSA—The
Worldwide Cleaning Industry Association will be hosting its
2016 convention and exhibit.
Set for October 25-28 at McCormick Place, ISSA/INTERCLEAN
North America will feature a tradeshow with more than 700
exhibitors showcasing the latest cleaning products and services
from around the world.
As in previous years, the show will include a special ISSA
Innovation Showcase, offering attendees the opportunity
to vote for their favorite new products, including the ISSA
Innovation of the Year Award, the competition’s overall top spot.
Online voting for the category award winners (www.issa.com/
contest/cleaning-agents.html) runs through October 21 and
all the winners will be announced at a special ISSA Innovation
Awards Ceremony on Friday, October 28.
Also on the show floor: keynote addresses from a roster of
speakers that includes former U.S. Navy SEAL and military
legend Rob O’Neill, comedian and political commentator
Dennis Miller and Apple co-founder and Silicon Valley icon
Steve Wozniak.

Education and Training Re-imagined
Industry education has always been a key element of the ISSA
experience and attendees at this year’s event will be able
to choose from more than 60 seminars, hands-on training
OCTOBER 2016

workshops and networking events focused on the industry’s
hottest topics and newest trends.
In addition to traditional seminar settings, this year’s schedule
includes in-depth seminars on hot topics such as infection
control; flash sessions offering two, 15-minute sessions in a
30-minute block of concentrated information on topics such
as leadership, management, and hiring and Ask the Experts in
a panel discussion format where attendees design the content
based on their burning issues.
Also on the program: half- and full-day hands-on opportunities
to learn skills in areas such as floor and restroom care,
customer service, and more, many of which include
certification.
And if all that wasn’t enough, a series of organized networking
events—including a New Attendee Orientation, an ISSA Poker
Tournament to benefit the association’s charitable foundation, a
special ISSA LinkedIn Reception and a behind-the-scenes tour
of Chicago’s iconic Soldier Field stadium—will be on tap to help
jumpstart attendees’ connections.
In addition, a number of industry associations and similar
groups are co-locating their own meetings in conjunction
with the ISSA convention. They include the Association of
Residential Cleaning Services International (ARCSI), Building
Service Contractors Association International (BSCAI), Cleaning
Equipment Trade Association (CETA), and IEHA (Uniting Facility
Managers Worldwide), among others.
Visit www.issa.com/show for more information or to register.
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EDspaces Show to Highlight Latest Learning
Environment Trends and Products
Next month sees an outstanding opportunity to catch up with the latest trends and products for learning environments in the K-12
and higher education markets when the doors open on the 2016 EDspaces Conference & Expo.
Scheduled for November 2-4 in Cincinnati, the event promises a window on the latest in educational furniture, fixtures and
equipment from over 150 manufacturers, with a program designed to highlight connections between creative learning and
knowledge spaces that positively affect student outcomes.
And, as in previous years, the American Institute of Architects’ Committee on Architecture for Education (AIA-CAE) is co-locating its
Fall Conference with EDspaces and serving as a valued Knowledge Partner for the event.
Dealers can consolidate education market training, networking and product research in this event, optimizing time and budget
needs through a variety of offerings including:
• Dealer Boot Camp: Come in a day early (Tuesday,
November 1) to help train new team members on the
unique aspects of the educational products marketplace.
• Plenary Sessions: Each day will feature an informative
plenary session: The Future of Education in Cincinnati:
Re-visioning in a Growing City; The New Math of
School Facilities: Equity, Education and the Learning
Environment, and Designing the Conditions for Wonder: A
New Vision for Teaching and Learning.
• Innovative Classroom Environments: Attendees will
be learning in four unique spaces designed by leading
architects and outfitted with the latest innovations that
make learning spaces come to life.
• Educational Facility Tours: This program will include
tours of the University of Cincinnati, the University
of Northern Kentucky, the Rothenberg Academy and
Cincinnati Country Day School. In addition, Wednesday evening kicks off with an
additional tour of the School for the Performing and Creative Arts just blocks from the convention center.
• Envisioning the Future of Food: A School Cafeteria right on the exhibit floor will offer the attendees the opportunity
to enjoy sustainable, budget conscious school-style lunches on Wednesday and Thursday while taking a break from
exhibits and education on the tradeshow floor.
Attendees will see winners (and their cutting-edge products) of the 2016 EDspaces Innovation Awards, juried by EDmarket
strategic partner the International Interior Design Association (IIDA) in conjunction with Learning by Design magazine. Recognizing
manufacturers and designers for excellence in product design for the learning environment, winners will be awarded in the following
categories: flooring, wall surfaces, textiles, furniture, seating, equipment, and specialties.
Finally, the EDfest Party will be held Thursday, November 3 at the Great American Ballpark, home of the Cincinnati Reds, where
attendees will be treated to food, fun, music, optional batting cages and stadium tours, and much more.
For more information and to register, visit www.ed-spaces.com or call show organizers the
Education Market Association at (800) 395-5550.
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NOPAnews

Oct. 19 is Deadline for NOPA
Dealer Financial Comparison & Benchmarking Survey
October 19 is the deadline to complete the questionnaire for
NOPA’s 2016 Dealer Financial Comparison & Benchmarking
survey.
This research focuses on the financial/operating practices
of dealers and will provide valuable information on your own
company’s strengths and weaknesses.
The survey can be found online by selecting this link. The form
has “save and return” functionality to allow you to start the
survey, save what you have completed and return later to finish.
Additionally, the survey is available in Excel format should you
wish to participate “offline.”
As a thank you for participating, respondents will receive the
following at no charge:
• A copy of the full, industry-wide report
• A customized Company Performance Report with a graded
“report card”
•A
 ccess to the interactive online Searchable Results
application

To assure confidentiality, an independent research firm, Industry
Insights Inc. of Columbus, Ohio, has been retained by NOPA
to distribute the survey and to collect and process the survey
results.
All responses will be returned directly to Industry Insights where
they will be kept in strict confidence. No individual company
responses will be shared with NOPA or any other person or
organization.
If you have questions about the survey or any details about
confidentiality, please do not hesitate to contact Industry
Insights.
Thank you, in advance, for participating in this effort to gather
important benchmarking data on the independent dealer
community.

Save the Date for the
Upcoming Fly-In!
Meet with your representatives to discuss
Small Business issues.

OCTOBER 2016

April 4-5, 2017
Washington, D.C.
Contact us to reserve your spot early!
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Small Business Fights
Overtime Rule Changes
By Paul Miller
For the past year NOPA has been working with other small business groups to
fight new overtime rules that are set to
take effect on December 1.
These new rules will raise the standard
salary threshold to equal the 40th percentile of weekly earnings for full-time
salaried workers in the lowest-wage Census region, currently the South.
This will raise the current $455 a week
threshold to $913 a week ($47,476 for a
full-year worker) and make fully 35% of
full-time salaried workers automatically
entitled to overtime, based solely on their
salary.
The rule also updates the total annual
compensation level above which most
white collar workers will be ineligible for
overtime.
The final rule raises this level to the 90th
percentile of full-time salaried workers
nationally, or from the current $100,000
to $134,004 a year.
The Department of Labor estimates that
4.2 million salaried workers will be affected by this rule based on their salaries.
These workers are currently ineligible for
overtime.

NOPA has been an active participant in
this effort and is currently looking at its
options. Here are some efforts currently
underway that NOPA is considering joining:
In the courts
Last month, the National Association of
Wholesalers (NAW) joined 56 co-plaintiffs
in filing a complaint in U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of Texas challenging the rule. NOPA is looking at ways it
can join in this suit.
The complaint attacks the new salary
threshold, alleging the Department of
Labor fundamentally departed from Congressional intent and from decades of
regulatory policy in setting the new minimum salary level for exemption.
The complaint also challenges the validity of the automatic escalator that is part
of the new regulations, alleging that it
exceeds any authority granted to the department by Congress, which has never
authorized automatic escalation of salary
thresholds related to overtime.

The Department estimates that most of
them (4.1 million) will become eligible
for overtime when they work more than
40 hours (i.e., they will be converted to
overtime-eligible status), while others
(100,000) will receive a raise so that their
salary ends up above the new threshold.

The complaint asks the court to vacate
and set aside the new overtime rule
and to postpone its effective date (thus
maintaining the status quo) pending the
court’s review and action in this case. To
read the complaint, go to www.naw.org/
files/OT-Rule-Complaint.pdf.

As written, these rules go too far too
quick and will have a significant negative impact on small businesses and their
employees.

In the states

Many small businesses will be directly
hurt by their inability to hire additional
staff to keep pace. Employees will be
hurt because fewer jobs will be created.
Jobs will be eliminated and replaced by
automation or by asking fewer employees to undertake more jobs.
OCTOBER 2016

None of this is good for business owners,
workers, or an economy that continues to
be stagnant.
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In a separate development, 21 states
have also filed a lawsuit in the Eastern
District of Texas that asks the court to
issue an injunction preventing the new
overtime rule from taking effect.
Like the NAW complaint, the states’ lawsuit also challenges the Labor Depart-

continued on page 50 >>
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DO WELL BY DOING GOOD

KOMMAH SURVIVED BREAST CANCER

When choosing between two brands of equal quality and price,
90% of U.S. shoppers are likely to switch to a cause branded product.*
City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry has been a catalyst
in advancing novel research and treatment of cancer, diabetes and
other life-threatening diseases at City of Hope for more than 30 years.

Joe Templet
2016 Spirit of Life® honoree
Sr. Vice President, Essendant

Product promotions, sponsorships and marketing partnerships have
been a vital channel in raising critical funds for City of Hope, at the
same time providing tremendous value back to our partners.
Thanks to these partners for their support of City of Hope and helping
miracles happen for those that need it the most.

10000-NEW-1970

3M
ACCO BRANDS CORPORATION
AOPD
DM | SUPPLIES NETWORK
GEORGIA-PACIFIC
HP

INNOVATIVE STORAGE DESIGNS
INTERNATIONAL PAPER
NEWELL BRANDS
PURELL/GOJO
STAPLES INC.

To support City of Hope with your own product promotion,
visit CityofHope.org/crm or contact Matt Dodd at 866-905-HOPE.
*[2015 Cone Communications/Ebiquity Global CSR Study]

Paul Miller
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ment’s authority to automatically index
the salary threshold.
Co-plaintiffs in the states’ lawsuit are Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Michigan, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Caroline, Texas, Utah and Wisconsin.
On Capitol Hill
Meanwhile, NOPA and our allies in the
Partnership to Protect Workplace Opportunity are continuing our legislative attack
on the new overtime rule with vigorous
advocacy of H.R. 5813, the Overtime Reform and Enhancement Act. The bipartisan reform legislation would phase in the
increase in the salary threshold and repeal
the automatic escalator.
H.R. 4773 and S. 2707, the Protecting
Workplace Advancement and Opportunity Act, are more sweeping bills that have
attracted the support of several GOP Senators and House Members.

Also introduced last month, H.R. 6094,
the Regulatory Relief for Small Businesses, Schools, and Nonprofits Act, would
delay for six months the effective date of
the new rule.
While we remain a long way from actually
getting legislation passed, the bipartisan
nature of this effort is encouraging.
We will of course keep you apprised of
developments with both the litigation and
legislation efforts.
There is a lot going on and NOPA and its
allies are aggressively pursuing challenges
to these rules. But we need your help. We
need all NOPA members to write to their
members of Congress urging them to pass
H.R. 5813, H.R. 4773, and H.R. 6094.
We have made this easy for you to do.
Simply point your web browser to the
VoterVoice section of the NOPA website
and type in your zip code. In a matter of
seconds, you can send your elected officials a letter urging them to halt these

onerous regulations on you and your employees.
Join NOPA in the fight today. If all you
do is sit on the sidelines, you are sending a message to future administrations
that they can continue to implement burdensome regulations on you without any
pushback or business input.
By spending less than five minutes on the
NOPA website, you will be sending a very
different message and making it clear that
the time to end this practice is now.
As NOPA’s director of legislative and regulatory
affairs, Paul Miller is the association’s government
advocacy representative on Capitol Hill. Miller
represents NOPA and dealer interests before the
U.S. Government and key states; insisting on a
level playing field in contracting for independents
and protecting office products dealers’ business
against misguided government proposals. For more
information, visit www.iopfda.org/?page=Advocacy.

FOLLOW THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD TO OPWIL’s 1st ANNUAL RETREAT
When: November 4-6, 2016
Where: Evins Mill Resort in Smithville, TN
Who: OPWIL Executive Members (current & new)

Relax. Reenergize. Reconnect.
and

Ignite Your SUPERPOWER!
Hiking • Education • Distillery Tour • Bonfire
Click here for more information or visit www.opwil.com.
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The more things change the more they stay the
same. That is especially true of competition in
the office products business.
By Michael Chazin

continued on page 52 >>
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“The lines have blurred between what defines an office supply channel and where
end users actually get their business
supplies,” says Don Wesolowski, sales
manager at Regency Office & Promotional Products in Dallas. In today’s marketplace buyers don’t automatically think of
a traditional office products supplier when
they start shopping. “When they have a
need they can go online and click on Amazon or Sam’s Club or just go to Google
and search,” he points out. “They’re not
concerned that the source doesn’t have
‘office supply’ in its name.” To offset that
state of affairs, independent dealers need
to use technology to level the playing field.

continued from page 51
has a few accounts where he sells it for $5
off. He has monitored margins before and
after and notes the degradation that has
occurred, but it’s still better than losing
the account. “I tell the salespeople that I
would rather have the problem of trying to
raise margin on an account as opposed to
not having it at all,” he says.
Confounding competition even further is
the change that’s going on in who buys
products. “Every year the customer becomes more millennial,” says Sean Marx,
chief eternal optimist and co-founder of
Give Something Back, San Leandro, California.
“They make decisions in a different way.
They shop in a different way, and they
now find potential suppliers online,” says
Marx. “They don’t seek relationships with
suppliers as much as their predecessors
might have. A chunk of the market moves
in that direction every year.” Add in the
fact that it’s harder than ever to get people
on the telephone and schedule appointments and it becomes noticeably harder
to open new accounts and maintain business with existing accounts.

Don Wesolowski
Five years ago, says Wesolowski, “there
were fewer moving parts. As long as you
had the product and the price you could
position yourself to try to get the business.” Now, you must have the technology to get your brand in front of consumers
just to be able to play, he says. Technology enables independents to put a competitive pricing structure in place and still
maintain margin. “You also need analytics
software to assess what is happening
within your business,” Wesolowski adds.
There was a time when Wesolowski would
never have dreamed of selling copy paper at $3 or $4 below cost, yet today he
OCTOBER 2016

other organizations selling office supplies
as our competition,” says Triplett. “When
they buy something from Amazon it is
easy for them to hit a button and buy a
few office supplies without feeling like
they did it. That’s the secret part.”

Relationships Can
Dissolve
Just as independent dealers have done
for decades, Triplett’s Office Essentials in
Urbandale, Iowa, values relationship with
customers. But with today’s competitive
landscape even longstanding relationships become fragile. “Even though we
might have an impeccable service record with mid-market accounts that we
have worked with for decades,” says Tim
Triplett, office products division manager,
“those relationships can vaporize overnight.”
Triplett says that his biggest silent competitor today is Amazon. By that he means
that his customers don’t see a purchase
from Amazon as a competitive choice.
“They see Office Depot and Staples and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Tim Triplett
He says they might buy C or D items that
they could have bought from Triplett’s.
“They kind of look the other way and buy
them from Amazon and justify it with the
thought that Triplett’s won’t really miss
that sale.”
Such actions have prompted Triplett’s to
change its messaging. “We really push
our bundled delivery with one invoice and
one packing list delivered without backorders for all our mid-market clients,”
says Triplett. “It is a new message designed to combat Amazon and other online retailers.”
For larger accounts, Triplett’s pushes its
ability to offer custom billing solutions,
which is something that online sellers
don’t offer. “We’ve had both of these services for decades but now we promote
them much more, especially when we are
prospecting,” he says.
Norman White, president of Newtown Office & Computer Suppliers in Newtown,
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quires a more extensive service offering,”
he says. “The independent dealer channel
has always been strong in that way; we
have always understood what it means to
go the extra mile for a customer.”

Pennsylvania, says that his greatest concern is the impact that Amazon has had
on the office supply industry. “It has made
everybody a purchasing agent, and they
have established price points that many
people want us to hit,” says White. “In
some cases it’s easy to hit that price but
in other cases it is challenging because of
the way we buy as an independent versus
the way that they buy,” explains White.

Advance Office & Janitorial Supplies, Las
Vegas, put that principle to work a short
time ago when it almost lost an existing
account to Office Depot/Office Max.
The account was offered a 10% flat savings and a rebate, “which we proved never
reveals itself due to all the fine print,” explains Lisa Burchard, president and owner.

He offers the example of an item priced at
$109 at Staples and $89 at Newtown. Amazon, he says, sells it for $59. The direct
cost is something like $56. The only way he
can compete with Amazon on an item such
as that, where the wholesale cost is close
to Amazon’s price, is to buy it direct, yet he
might only sell two or three a year.
“The challenge with Amazon is it’s a different purchasing model and a different
sales model,” says White. “They don’t
have outside salespeople. I can compete
with them, but I have to buy direct and
can’t pay a sales commission.” That approach is unsustainable.

Purchasing Managers
Going Extinct?
One of the greatest changes that independent dealers point to is the changing
role of purchasing managers. “You used
to walk in and the purchasing manager
would say they could deliver ‘X’ amount of
business to you,” says White. You would
get a list of key items from the purchasing agent and go in with those prices set
below cost with the ability to make up
margin on everything else that you sold.
“It is harder to make it up on everything
else today when they can one-off you to
death,” adds White. The empowered buyer just goes to Amazon and buys that item
at a lower price.
“When everybody makes purchases on
their own, the company no longer needs
a purchasing manager,” says White, “and
the dealer’s salesperson can’t get the
OCTOBER 2016

Yancey Jones
business mix that they used to get.”
“Staples is by far our major competitor,”
says Yancey Jones Sr., chief executive
officer of Impact Office, Beltsville, Maryland and former executive vice president
of The Supply Room Companies (TSRC,
Inc.). Jones agrees with others that since
the Office Depot merger fell through, Staples has become more aggressive and
has targeted mid-market buyers as one
avenue for growth.
Service demands recently helped TSRC
snag an account away from Staples. The
customer told TSRC that they were promised a lot, but no one at Staples actually
owned the account or was there to deliver on those promises. “As independents
every customer is important to us,” adds
Jones.
With the pending merger, larger companies were concerned that they would only
have one national source they could deal
with, says Marx. “Both Staples and Depot
have stripped away resources to the point
where the customer experience doesn’t
meet expectations—particularly if you are
a large, complicated company that reINDEPENDENT DEALER

The final straw that kept the account from
straying was when the customer was
shown the clause that stated the big box
had the right to sue them if they didn’t live
up to their end of the deal. “Is that the kind
of supply chain partner you want in your
corner?” she asks.
Newtown’s White says that in addition to
the merger collapse, Staples is responding to the aggressive stance that Amazon
has taken in the office supplies market.
“Now they are going after the mid-size
market again and we are seeing them become much more aggressive in the marketplace,” he says. “Not just with pricing
but with how far down the list they will go
to call on customers.”
Marx contends that the strongest competitor in his market in California is Costco. The have an online offering for B2B
customers that includes perishables, and
“they have a fleet of trucks that is delivering to the same customers that we deliver
to every day,” says Marx. They have yet to
offer this service in all markets but he says
that Atlanta was recently added and he
believes that Costco now offers this capability in something close to nine markets.

Need to Stand Out
In some ways Amazon and Costco are
easier to compete against as there is no
customer relationship involved so it al-
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most always comes down to a price decision, says Marx. “Being an organization
that is flexible and that thrives on continual change also benefits us,” he contends.

“Our customer service people are problem solvers, not order takers. Our drivers
consistently get high ratings from our customers,” he adds, “higher than our salespeople or customer service operators.
People see them every day.”

Give Something Back has a unique market approach with charitable giving, as its
name suggests, being a foundational part
of its DNA. “We are a place that millennials
want to shop,” he says. “We resonate in a
different way and in a way that the growing millennial customer base is passionate
about. They may not know about us, but
once they do they are pretty committed.”
Competing successfully is not just about
securing customer commitment. There’s
an internal campaign that needs to be
waged, too, to make sure your people are
equally committed.
“Our salespeople are believers,” says
Triplett. “We share success stories with
them on a weekly basis—how we won
and what the battle looked like. They
know that we can win.” He says that when
customers and prospects consider the
value proposition that the company offers it can be pretty compelling. Triplett’s
makes the business relationship more efficient, saving customers time and money
and streamlining their ordering of supplies
so they can concentrate on running their
businesses more efficiently.
The message is compelling but Triplett’s
isn’t always able to land it completely with
customers and prospects. “A lot of time
it’s a message that we never get a chance
to deliver because they are kind of enamored with the Amazon marketplace,” he
laments.
Oftentimes, says Wesolowski, office supplies are just not high on the radar of end
users. They can always go online and find
a better price, he says. “That is always
going to be there, and so we need to offer
something that’s different that will make
us the best alternative,” he says. He always tries to promote the partnership that
his firm has to offer. “I like to say to our
customers, old and new, to just think of
OCTOBER 2016

“We try to understand how our customers
want to buy,” explains White, “what kind
of restrictions they want and what their approval process will look like.” He says that
his sales efforts have been particularly successful in companies where the financial
side of the company is really strong.

Norman White
me as your new assistant and whatever
they need they can turn over to me.”
For many dealers, lack of recognition in
the marketplace can be a major challenge. Like it or not, there is a segment
of potential customers, largely made up
of younger people, who have never even
heard of independent dealers.
“They don’t know that companies like
us exist,” says White, “and have no idea
what we do. When they discover that a
local company can compete with these
faceless national organizations where
they have a different sales rep every time
they turn around it is an eye opener and
all things being equal people would much
rather buy local.”

Make It Personal
Building relationships with customers
and keeping them happy frequently is a
measure of the level of service a dealer
provides. “We try to help our customers
improve how they run their businesses
and not just sell them products,” says
Jones. “Even though 80% of our orders
come through the computer we have to
work with our customers to set that up,”
he adds.

One of Newtown’s best customers came
on board after the company in question
had been buying office supplies from seven different suppliers. “We met with the
CFO and came up with a custom program
to give him exactly what he wanted,” recalls White. “They like the fact that they
get the same delivery driver all the time.
They know who it is and don’t have to
worry about who is walking through their
building.” Customers like that they can get
a decision quickly, he adds, and if needed
can get the president of the company on
the phone to answer a question.
“We have tried to be consultative in our
approach and uncover what they are
looking for,” continues White. Salespeople also schedule periodic business reviews to learn how Newtown is performing and to discover if there are other sales
opportunities.
Triplett’s focuses on making it easy for its
customer to do business. “We remove all
the barriers,” he says. “We set up their
favorites list online,” says Triplett. “We
let them know that our ordering site is
designed to simplify their procurement
process. With us they will always be able
to find what they need easily. The other
detail that helps is we promote our phone
line and how customers can always pick
up the phone and talk to us live,” adds
Triplett. “That’s always reassuring to both
new customers and existing customers.”
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least at this point, that they take business
from our larger customers.”

Regency makes full use of email blasts
to let customers know of their latest offerings. “We like to maintain personal
touches and intersperse personal visits
and phone calls along with the email communications,” says Wesolowski. “We use
technology to foster partnerships with our
existing customers, generating benefits
such as business reviews, price comparisons, or simply a review of products to
help them streamline their purchasing.”
Wesolowski also emphasizes the knowledge and expertise that his team provides. “Working with larger customers we
find that they are not going to get this information anywhere else,” he says. “When
they have an issue trying to cut costs we
can be there and we have the ability to
provide input on how to make changes in
their operation or the mix of products they
buy, how they buy or when they buy.”
Customer needs are a priority at Advance
Office. “The relationship is all about service and whatever the customer needs,”
says Burchard. She is very much aware
that her dealership does business in a
market where 24-hour concierge service
and an anything-you-want attitude are the
norm. “Our customers give this level of
service and they absolutely expect it from
us,” she says.
Customers can call in, text in or email orders if they don’t have time to go online.
“We really work hard to source hard-toprocure items for all of our customers,”
she says. That helps reduce the competitive threat.
“Sometimes customers don’t know what
they need,” continues Burchard. “They
think everything is fine until we point out
the services we offer, and then it becomes
a win-win. That is how we get new accounts.”
And once they get a new account, the
team at Advance has no problem going
the extra mile to keep them. “With all the
orders that come in online sometimes
people key in items and don’t pay attenOCTOBER 2016

Triplett’s keeps tabs on its customers for
the slightest hint that it might be losing
any business. “We run deviation reports—
monthly, quarterly and annually—and
keep a close eye on where the customer
spend is,” says Triplett. Sales managers
review accounts with salespeople in their
monthly meetings.

Sean Marx
tion,” she says. Someone on her team reviews every order and when appropriate
makes suggestions on how the customer
might be able to save money. “If they are
buying five different types of print cartridges or toner cartridges we can help
them with more cost-effective and efficient use of technology,” she points out.

The Price Question
Every dealer salesperson has to be prepared for the price question and be able to
meet the low-price offering of a competitor or explain why that may not be possible. “You need a salesperson who is more
adept today,” says Marx. “They have to
understand that when they are talking to
someone who buys from Amazon that it’s
going to be a different sales situation from
someone who buys from Staples.
“Most customers who buy from Amazon or Costco do so because they find it
easy,” continues Marx. They are obvious
choices, and the customers can be confident that the purchase comes with good
market pricing. Those are easier competitors to take down, suggests Marx, if you
can find other ways to bring value to the
customer. “Amazon does erode some of
the customer spend but I don’t believe, at
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“When we see a variance in the purchasing, the salesperson will request a business review and that almost always forces
some kind of confession,” says Triplett. “If
you catch it early, you can almost always
get the business back.”
The first thing you have to do is address
any price differential, he says. “Our salespeople are pretty good at uncovering pricing strategies and what is important to a
client. They tend to want to do business
with us and they are usually willing to
share information. That helps us keep the
business.”
“We let our salespeople understand that
no matter what people say, price is always
going to be an issue and at least a component that has to be dealt with,” says
Wesolowski. “We want our people to know
that we are going to embrace the price issue and make sure that it’s something we
are not going to let stand in the way.”
Wesolowski uses trend reports and product mix assortment reports to look at customers’ purchases on a regular basis. “If
a customer does stray, either altogether
or in a particular category, then we can at
least see it quickly and act on it before it
becomes a habit,” he says.
In a situation such as this Wesolowski likes to conduct a business review or
product review to determine what is happening and why. “Sometimes we have to
address it strictly on the price issue because it might be that a decision maker
is saying we have to buy it at a certain
price,” he adds.
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Partners Offer Support

themselves but at my size I need both of
them so I can give 100% every day.”

A key maneuver that dealers employ to
stay competitive with national and online
competitors is to make the most of available industry resources. White contends
that one tactic is to get the best cost on
key items through direct purchasing. “Five
years ago we stocked less than 50 items;
today we stock 3,500 items,” he says. To
achieve that correct purchasing balance
it’s critical to have strong relationships
with wholesalers, direct manufacturers
and a buying group.
White also points to Newtown’s relationship with its technology provider for its
backend and website as another critical
relationship. He always attends ECi’s annual end user event to get a better understanding of his system’s capabilities.
“We try to get to decision makers, find
out what they are looking for and then go
back to our technology provider to see
what they would suggest,” he says. White
has also used a consultant to get more
out of his system.
Burchard points to her buying group, TriMega, and first-call wholesaler as key
components of her overall competitiveness. “We try not to stock a whole lot so
we can take advantage of their joint offering,” she says. The Tri-Supply program
offers improved costs and rebates on a
range of items. “This has enabled us to
have some aggressive pricing with quick
turnaround and low minimums,” she says.
“We try to utilize as much of the resources
that both of the major wholesalers and Independent Stationers provide,” says Wesolowski. “As a small independent company we don’t have the ability to produce
the graphics and marketing to look like
we belong in the marketplace.” He uses
the email blasts and flyers and combines
those efforts with his technology partner
to keep his web store as fresh as possible.
Wesolowski also tries to bring in vendor
representatives on a monthly basis to proOCTOBER 2016

The Competitive Grind
With the level of competition where it’s at
in today’s sales environment every independent dealer has to continually have
strategic planning on his or her mind. “We
are celebrating our 25th anniversary this
year,” says Marx, “and we are a pioneer in
a movement that has grown. Despite new
competition, shrinking markets, harder to
reach customers, I am very bullish.

Lisa Burchard
vide product education and sample support. “I try to get one vendor in here for
our monthly sales meeting and give them
a half-hour,” he says. The education that
vendors provide keeps the sales team on
top of new products in the marketplace.
Salespeople combine that knowledge
with material from the wholesalers and his
dealer group to keep customers informed.
“We look at everything from marketing to
printed pieces to technology, all the vendor
stuff and try to use everything we can,” he
says. “When our salespeople go out they
are informed and don’t walk into a client
without anything at all. It’s free stuff, why
would you not take advantage of it?”
“The two wholesalers are great,” says
Jones, “I have to have them.” Because he
tries to never have any items on backorder
he uses both wholesalers on a regular basis and juggles which one might get the
bulk of an order on any given day. He says
that he would like the two wholesalers to
work together better and wants them to
get past their first-call mentality.
“I don’t treat any of my customers as first
call or second call—or second class—with
different pricing,” says Jones. “Every customer is important to me and the wholesalers need to get to that point, too. I know
they’re trying to keep all their business to
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“As we pick up momentum in this challenging time, I believe that Give Something Back has significant opportunity for
growth,” Marx continues. The charitable
giving that was a founding principle of the
dealership has always been featured in
the company’s message and has strong
appeal to a wide range of buyers and potential customers.
“When it comes down to it, this company is about one simple belief,” says Marx,
“helping others. That is a value that resonates with young people today.” With that
as a backdrop, the company is expanding
aggressively to take on all of the competitive challenges that fill the channel today.
“For years and years we have always faced
competitive threats in our industry,” says
White. “When mail order first came about,
that drove dealers crazy and we then figured that out. Then super stores came
about and we figured that out too. I am
sure we will figure out Amazon as well,”
he says. He suggests that Amazon might
add costs as it moves into the commercial
space or the stock market will demand
more profit. “They will turn from being a
disruptor to just another competitor and
we will live through that just like we have
lived through all the rest,” he predicts.
Michael Chazin is a freelance writer specializing
in business topics based in Glenview, Illinois. He
has been writing about the office products industry
for more than 15 years. He can be reached at
mchazin503@comcast.net.
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What’s the Level of Trust in Your Organization?

Part Two: Cultivating Relationships
By Bill Kuhn

In last month’s column, on “Building
Trust,” I discussed the extreme importance today for CEOs and their key management to build trust within the entire
organization. This follow-up column describes six different ways to cultivate
trusting relationships with your staff.
1. Manage by walking around.
Pat Patterson, the founder of United Airlines, identified talent by constantly seeking out the opinions and suggestions of
his staff and said they were the ones who
suggested almost all his company’s creative breakthroughs.
His secretary maintained an employee card file that included a small photo,
company position, family data and personal interests. He studied these cards en
route from one United city to the next and
mixed with those employees wherever
they worked. He talked—and listened—to
get their ideas.
How many of you can truly say that you
have set “managing by walking around”
as one of your top priorities?
2. Make everyone a part of the
conversation.
Show that you can listen and that you do
care about your people. As a relatively
young man, Herman Miller founder D.J.
De Pree visited the family of a factory
millwright who had died. He was invited
into the living room and the man’s widow
asked if it would be all right to read some
poetry. Naturally, he said yes. When she
finished, D.J. commented on the beauty
of the poetry and asked who wrote it—
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Shelly, Keats, Wordsworth? The widow
replied, no, it was written by her husband.
D.J. wondered, was her husband a poet
who did millwright work, or was he a millwright who wrote poetry?
D.J. proceeded to expand everyone’s
personnel file to include personal data,
including the anniversary date of the employee and his or her spouse. He sent a
yellow rose to each married employee on
their anniversary date.
Acts like that redefined Herman Miller’s
corporate culture and played a key role
in the company being regularly listed by
Fortune magazine as one of the most admired and best companies to work for.
How many of you can honestly say that
everyone in your workforce is part of the
conversation, that you listen and you
care?
3. Get everyone on board with your
goals.
Clarify your expectations for the company, your people and your own personal
accountability in working with your staff
to achieve those expectations. Make sure
you keep your own commitments and
promises.
4. Be generous with praise and
recognition and appropriate
financial reward.
Employees want to hear that they are
important, that their contributions mean
something. They want to be recognized
and fairly rewarded for their contributions
and value. Say the two simple words,
“Thank you.”
INDEPENDENT DEALER

5. Have continuous dialog with your
staff.
Cultivating relationships depends on continuous dialog and ongoing appraisals of
one another. I believe formal appraisals
once or twice a year can be beneficial,
but when a formal appraisal occurs, there
should be no surprises.
6. Give your staff responsibility and
see what they do with it.
Tell them they are, or can be, the best.
Most will come to believe that and act
accordingly. Give them the opportunity to
perform.
As the CEO or a key manager of your organization, rate yourself on each of the
six points described. Are you exceptional,
very good, good, fair or poor? Develop a
personal plan to improve in each of the
six points, particularly those with lower
ratings.
Cultivating relationships can be a hard
and laborious task, particularly in the beginning. But once it truly starts working, it
just flows. It becomes natural. The payoff
is an engaged, dedicated, and productive
workforce; improved performance; a dynamic culture, and improved bottom line
profitability.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates,
is a noted industry consultant who has been writing
about the office products and office furniture
industries for over 35 years. Contact Bill by phone:
303-322-8233, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com
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Don't Build
the Wall!
By Troy Harrison

These days, it seems that walls are all the rage. Where will it be
built? Who will build it? And of course, who’s going to pay for
it? This started me thinking about the most common wall we all
deal with in our sales lives. And before we discuss it, let’s answer
those three big questions:
Where will it be built? Between you and your customer.
Who will build it? You and your customer.
Who pays for it? YOU—in the form of lost sales and relationships!
By now, you’ve probably figured out that the wall I’m talking
about is the imaginary wall between you and your customer, the
one that prevents you from getting a sale.

This wall can be the biggest, most impenetrable and toughest to
get past that you’ll ever face—and you probably had a hand in
building it!
In this column, I want to help you recognize some of the ways
and times that salespeople either build the wall or cause the customer to build the wall so you can avoid them.
We should also recognize that building a wall is the most common and normal reaction to dealing with a salesperson. People
(your customers) have been conditioned to think of salespeople
as their adversaries—probably by the salespeople who came before you.
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So the natural state of the customer, when dealing with a new
salesperson, is to start out with a little bit of a wall already built.
Think of a cinderblock wall, each block about a foot high. Most
people are going to begin their interaction with you with about
one or two rows of cinderblocks. That’s not bad. It’s easy to
reach across, step over or even dismantle if the customer decides to. The question is, when we talk to our customers, are we
adding or removing blocks?
Once a wall is built, there aren’t too many ways to get to the
other side. You can try to go over (difficult), tunnel under (more
difficult) or blast through (unfortunately, the technique too many
salespeople use). None are effective in sales. Let’s take it from
the top: Where do walls get built?
On the prospecting call: Walls can be built faster and quicker on
the prospecting call than any other place.
Your objective, when you make a prospecting call, is to quickly
grab the customer’s interest without adding blocks to the wall.
However, here’s how most salespeople start: Hi, Mr. Customer.
HOW ARE YOU TODAY?
Good grief! There is no bigger call-killer than saying “Duuuhhhh….how are you today?” to someone you don’t know. Normally,
you hear a pause followed by a hesitant, “Uh, fine. How can I
help you?” Or something of that nature.
Meanwhile, the customer is slapping blocks on top of his wall
as fast as he can to defend himself from you. A better approach
is to quickly engage the customer with a value statement about
how you can help, ask a question and get a sales call moving
BEFORE they can build a wall.
Opening the first meeting: One of the most offensive and quickest wall-building techniques, is called the “Up Front Contract.”
It’s designed as a way to “qualify” prospects for seriousness and
it works something like this: “If you like what I show you today,
we can go forward with a purchase, correct?”
That’s a much simplified way of putting it but the idea is to introduce yourself to your brand new customer and then ask if he’s
serious about having you there. This, it is said, gives you “control” over the process.
If you’ve read my work in the past, you know that “control” is an
illusion at best. What this technique really does is have the customer putting up blocks and mortaring them in place as quickly
as possible. Worse, you’re handing him the blocks.

One of the classics is the old “If I could, would you?” question,
designed to get the customer to commit to what is (usually) an
unrealistic scenario and then “negotiate” from there.
An example was when I was shopping recently for a new motorcycle and the sales manager (who fancied himself quite the
closer) said, “Well, if I could give you double book value on your
trade-in, you’d be interested in that, right?”
I walked. I don’t have time for nonsense and these days, neither
do your customers. Once upon a time, this was an effective technique, but generations of salespeople have trained their customers to spot it. Now? It’s a signal to build the wall. Depending on
the question and timing, this will add anywhere from one to five
rows of blocks.
Always answer a question with a question: If there’s anything that
drives a customer nuts, it’s a person who won’t give a straight
answer to a question. For instance, a politician might ask a salesperson, “Does this paper shredder have a subpoena speed setting?” And the eager salesperson might respond with, “Is subpoena speed important to you?” or “Why do you want subpoena
speed?”
A few repetitions of this during a sales call and not only is the
customer’s wall fully built, but you’ve been asked to leave. I understand the need to clarify questions, but a better technique is
to answer the question. “Yes, this model does have subpoena
speed, but the model below doesn’t. Will that be a big factor in
the purchase?”
In today’s Internet-driven world of selling, straightforward communication is your friend. Customers nowadays are much more
streetwise than in the past. They understand doublespeak,
“sales words” and other techniques designed to put them on the
defensive.
Once upon a time, they had to put up with it; now they can simply get what they need through the Internet if salespeople are
inconvenient. Avoid wall building techniques and make sure you
don’t end up as one of those salespeople that are cut out of the
process.

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!” and “The Pocket Sales
Manager” and a speaker, consultant and sales navigator who helps companies
build more profitable and productive sales forces. For information on booking
speaking/training engagements, consulting or to sign up for his
weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com or visit
www.TroyHarrison.com.

Leading Questions: Leading questions are the salesperson’s
stock in trade….or at least they were in the 1960s.
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MANAGING
TIME:
The Sales Professional’s Most Elusive Resource
By Phil Barnette

For many sales professionals, the inability to craft and implement an effective
time management strategy represents the
largest obstacle they face to achieving a
meaningful work/life balance.
Part of the reason has to do with the
words themselves. When we hear the
phrase “time management,” it suggests
we can actually manage and manipulate
time. The truth is, it’s not time we have to
manage and manipulate, it is ourselves
so that we maximize results from the time
that’s provided to us.
Over the years I have worked with many
sales professionals who are excellent at
various aspects of the sales process—
prospecting, asking effective questions,
negotiating with a prospect or client,
etc.—but who struggle, particularly today,
to find time to effectively handle all those
sales-related activities.
To be successful today, you have to be
self-managed and disciplined. Each one
of us receives the same amount of time
each day. Approximately 16 of those 24
hours are taken up by our personal life,
leaving just eight hours for professional
activities. The secret to success and to
securing the kind of future we want is how
we spend those eight hours.
A critical first step in our increasingly digital world is to recognize how technology
may be negatively affecting the way we
spend our days.
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Many sales professionals believe they
must be connected with their customer
base 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. However, they find being so connected has a
negative impact both on their personal
and professional life.
On the surface, at least, it would seem
regaining control of your time should be
easy. But for most of us, implementing
any effective time management solution is
quite the opposite. So let’s review some
proven steps sales professionals should
use to increase their efficiency, sales and
profits and better manage their time.
• Plan your day and week. Take fifteen
minutes at the beginning and end of
every day to schedule time in your
calendar to complete projects. That
might seem simple enough yet are
you scheduling these periods of
time on your calendar?
• Reserve an hour at the end of the
week to review the week and plan
out the week ahead. You will recall
perhaps some promises you’ve
made or project work yet to be
completed. As you recall the missed
call or activity, record it on your
calendar for the week to come.
Once that is compete, you can
enjoy your weekend with friends and
family.
• Frequently ask yourself: “Is this the
best use of my time and is this a
sales-related activity?”
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• Practice the four Ds of time
management.
1st: Do it! If a task crosses your desk
and it needs to be done and you can do it
quickly and efficiently, just do it.
2nd: Delete it! If the task does not need to
be done, delete it.
3rd: If it needs to be done and can be
completed by someone else, delegate
it. This is the most difficult one for sales
professionals to accomplish. The simplest
example is when a sales professional receives a request from a client that should
or could be handled by customer care yet
the sales person does it instead.
4th:: If it needs to be done and done by
you, plot the task out on your calendar
and block periods of time to complete the
task on time.
There are certainly other steps you can
take to increase your efficiency and manage your time more effectively. Start with
planning your day and schedule it on your
calendar. Most importantly, don’t forget
yourself. Schedule time to spend on your
most valuable asset—you!

Phil Barnette is a veteran sales and sales
management coach/trainer/consultant with IDGrowth
Solutions dedicated to providing best in class sales
and sales management training and development
to the independent reseller community. For more
information, contact Phil at p.barnette@comcast.net.
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The Journey of a Blog Post
By Pat Layton & Christopher Monello
Blogging is an important aspect of content marketing. As the
popularity of content marketing grows, so does the need for
quality writing. According to Ceros, 55% of B2B organizations
plan to increase their content marketing budget in the next 12
months. Not sure how to start? Here is a step-by-step plan on
how to organize ideas, write and share your blogs.

Creating Your
Content Schedule

and information below your H1 tags.
When writing your blog post, think about Search Engine Optimization (SEO) best practices. Come up with around three priority
keywords to include in the post.
Your most important keyword should be within your title and the
others within the first few paragraphs. Explain how reading this
piece of content will benefit the user.

According to the Content Marketing Institute, only 32% of B2B
marketers have a documented content marketing strategy.
Creating a quarterly content schedule will help you organize your
thoughts into an easily digestible schedule for both you and any
decision makers.
Create an Excel spreadsheet with information on the due date of
your post, topic, relevant keywords, and notes for any other team
members that deploy or share your writing.
When coming up with blog post ideas,think about whether or
not it can solve a problem or answer a question. In addition to
standard blog posts with images or video, you can create infographics that visualize statistics and fun quizzes that are great for
sharing on social.
Gated content is an increasingly popular medium that can allow you to generate quality leads from longer pieces such as
whitepapers, case studies and e-books. These pieces can be
downloaded by having your customers fill out a simple form on a
landing page with a brief summary.

Writing the Post

Use CoSchedule’s Headline Analyzer to come up with creative
titles and make sure to also incorporate keywords into your title
tag. Also, ensure that effective calls to action to relevant landing
pages, forms or other offers appear within your blog posts.
Before sending your blog post to any decision makers, review
it for spelling and grammar. Also take this time to see if you can
internally link back to any relevant pages on your site. Ensure
that you have permission for the images you plan to use, if they
are not your own.

After It’s Published
Make sure that the title and meta description are deployed properly, images are rendering the right way and that the format flows.
The time after you publish is what will draw the most attention!
Share it on any of your company’s social media channels and
distribute the post to those on your e-mail marketing lists.
Your next step is to contact your local chamber of commerce or
industry media to see if they will pick up your blog post. This can
help you build relationships and provide even more resources for
you to draw content from.

Start off with a blank word document. The top of your document
can have instructions regarding the URL of the page, metadata, title of the blog post, categories and author if you have one.
Come back to write the title and meta description when you finish your piece and outline your main points. These main points
will serve as your “H1” tags. Then, outline any relevant statistics
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Pat Layton and Christopher Monello are content writers for Fortune Web Marketing,
and work with independent office products dealers on creating blog posts, gated
content and more. Contact them at content@fortunewebmarketing.com with any
questions.
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When Employees
Act Like Owners:
Creating a Culture of
Accountability
By Janet Collins
After reading the headline, some of you may be feeling a little nervous. Is that
really a good thing—employees acting like owners? I guess that depends wholly
on how owners act themselves!
At next month’s EPIC event in Nashville, I will have the pleasure of moderating
a dealer panel discussion on the topic of accountability and high performance.
As we were trying to decide what to call the session, one dealer insisted that
employees acting like owners is not necessarily synonymous with accountability.
So, the first step as an owner is to act like an owner! Below are a few additional
suggestions to ponder.

1

Act like an owner.

Everyone is watching what you and your family members do. If Junior behaves
badly and you chalk it up to youth and inexperience, your employees will be
confused. When your sister saunters in at 10 a.m. and proceeds to fall asleep at
her desk, how are your employees supposed to react? In contrast, if you hold
yourself and other family members to the highest standards, you have the right
to expect the same from everyone else.

2

Talk about “our business,” not “my business.”

Another hindrance to employees acting like owners is when everything centers
around the success of the owner. Believe it or not, your employees don’t enjoy
working really hard to make you rich! And never speak about company expenses
as spending “my money.” If you want them to act like owners, talk about “our
expenses” or the “company’s money.”
A small family business I worked with a few years ago would measure its success
by the owners’ new cars and the opportunity to send their children to college.
Your employees fundamentally want to make themselves successful and maybe, if
you’re lucky, the business. Your goal is to appeal to shared aspirations.
Employees are willing to struggle for the rewarding feeling of team success. While
it’s hard for an owner to separate the personal from the business, it’s an important
goal if you’re serious about everyone feeling accountable. When employees defer
to the owner to make decisions or take all the risk, they aren’t as engaged as they
could be. Empower your team with clear and inspiring direction and give them the
latitude to make mistakes along the way to great results.

continued on page 63 >>
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3

Focus on achievement
rather than failure.
Too often, we think of accountability
as being about having someone to
blame or having one throat to choke
when things go wrong. Let’s make it
more positive. Set clear expectations
for positive behavior and define who’s
responsible for achieving the results.
Clear ownership and a culture of
getting things done is much more
empowering than finger-pointing.

4

Expect individuals to rise
to the occasion.

Make it clear you expect people to
rise above their current situation
to achieve business results. If you
tolerate blaming, complaining or
defending, stop. Now. Make it clear
you expect associates to give each
other the benefit of the doubt and
work toward solutions rather than
wallowing in what’s not working.

5

Encourage the question,
“What can I do?”
It’s not enough to just stop the
negative vibes. To truly have an
accountable culture, everyone has to
be pushing the ball forward for the
company. The number one question
accountable individuals ask is “What
can I do?” Then, they ask, “What else
can I do?”

6

Talk to people, not about
people.

While sometimes awkward and
uncomfortable, insist individuals
provide direct feedback to each
other and even offer to help. If left
unchecked, you can breed a passiveaggressive culture where conflict is
avoided and people don’t feel safe.
Teach your team to have open honest
OCTOBER 2016

continued from page 62
conversations and hold yourself to a
higher standard, too.

relish the mistakes of others?

7

Be accountable
yourself.

Picture the meeting where everyone
agrees and seems onboard, and
then, in the hallway, a few employees
huddle where they disagree with the
direction or provide some additional
feedback which would have been
helpful for all to hear. As the leader
you can control this practice by
making sure all issues get out on
the table during the meeting and by
making your meetings safe for conflict
or disagreement.

As mentioned earlier, everyone’s
watching. Do you follow-through on
your promises and commitments?
In the research for Kouzes and
Posner’s The Leadership Challenge,
“following through on promises and
commitments” was identified as
the single most important aspect of
credibility. It’s essential for building
an accountable culture. Memorize
this: DWYSYWD. Do What You Say
You Will Do! Remind yourself of that
commitment every day.

Discourage the meeting
after the meeting.

8

Make promises to each
other.
It’s quite powerful when employees
make commitments and promises
to each other. In most organizations,
people make these commitments 1:1
to their boss. That makes the boss
the project manager and the one
who’s really accountable. Instead,
have your team commit to each other
and in public. No one wants to let the
team down. The boss can confirm
deadlines and decisions, but it’s the
team that buys in and that will make
sure the others get their parts done.

9

Win and lose as a team.

How your team reacts when
something bad happens is another
indicator of team accountability.
Think of a baseball team. When a
ball is dropped in the outfield, do the
other players stand around pointing
their fingers at the guy who dropped
it? No, they all rush to back him up
and make sure the team wins. When
mistakes happen in your business,
do people rush to cover for each
other and make sure the business
succeeds or do they point fingers and
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10

This list just skims the surface of
what business owners and leaders
can practice to win the heads and
hearts of the team and experience
great teamwork, higher engagement,
optimism and results. While you
can’t force motivation on others, you
can create an environment in which
everyone is inspired and engaged to
want to work together for the success
of the whole. You own it.
For what promises to be a lively and
thought-provoking discussion on how
dealers are creating an accountable
culture, come to the EPIC session,
“When Employees Act Like Owners,
Everyone Wins!” It will take place
Wednesday, November 2 at 2:30.
[LEARN MORE]
See you there!

Janet Collins is strategic advisor to the Office
Products industry, helping organizations
transform through focused strategy, the right
people doing the right things, and taking action
to achieve results. She’s a coach who’s been
in your shoes, most recently as president of
GMi Companies, where she created a culture of
profitable growth, innovation, and accountability.
For more information, contact Janet at jcollins@
tpstrategy.com, or visit at www.linkedin.com/in/
collinsjanet.
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Don’t you love this time of year? Apple picking, corn mazes and pumpkin spice. Fall is in the air as the fourth quarter
greets us with milder temperatures and busier weekends. This
is also the perfect time to start assessing and planning for
2017. Here are some tips on making 2017 the best year yet
for your sales team:

Falling into
the Fourth
Quarter and
Beyond
By Jessica Stokes, Methods in Motion

GOAL SETTING IS ESSENTIAL
If your organization has never set goals and expectations
for your sales team, consider starting in the New Year. If you
already set goals and expectations, this is the time to map
those out for 2017. Setting sales goals that increase each
month will keep your sellers selling and not farming.
Plan one-on-one time with each of your sales reps in December to review their 2017 goals. To increase effectiveness, offer
a bonus for each quarter team members hit their quarterly
revenue goals.
Hint: To encourage employee retention throughout the year,
don’t pay the bonus until January 2018. Note this timing on
the sales plan so the employee is aware of it.

TEAM MEETINGS ARE A MUST
Consistent face time with your sales reps will improve office
camaraderie and make everyone feel like part of the same
team. A monthly meeting is the perfect time to recognize top
performers, address company changes, introduce new product offerings and simply let your team be heard.
Don’t let your meetings go stale! Block out time to plan your
meeting and make sure you have topics of value to discuss.
There is nothing worse than attending a meeting that feels like
a waste of time.

TRAINING IS KEY
Think about teachers. They have to be recertified regularly to
continue to be effective at their jobs. In many other careers, it
is normal—and even required—to take classes to stay on top
of the latest tools and techniques in the industry.
Treat your team members professionally by engaging them in
training throughout the year. Even the most seasoned sales
professional can learn new tips to improve customer relationships and increase new account acquisitions.
Follow this advice and it will help align you your organization
for a successful 2017.

If you are interested in engaging in a conversation about how Methods in
Motion can help you with the above points, please let us know—and I’ll even
buy the Pumpkin Spice Lattes! Please visit www.methodsnmotion.com or call
678-574-6072.
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winning against
amazon
By Tom Buxton

Last month I used examples from Amazon’s Business Supply website to demonstrate that even if they are clearly in the
office products game, they certainly don’t
have either the prices or delivery model
that are likely to bankrupt the independent
dealer any time soon.
Delivery—especially quick delivery—is
not cheap and the prices that Amazon
needs to charge for heavy products and
low dollar items should never threaten
you or your sales team. That is, of course,
as long as your team understands its
strengths and weaknesses and has the
training and motivation to properly highlight your dealership’s capabilities to customers and prospects.
Make no mistake. Amazon has important
strengths in the office products field. For
low-weight, high-dollar products like toner, laminators, shredders and some types
of furniture, they can present a strong,
priced-based value proposition based on
direct cost. Most dealers use wholesale
matrixes for most items like these and that
can cause them to lose the sale without
even knowing they were being compared.
Amazon also can remind the prospective
customer about a product after they have
researched it online and most of our ERP
systems don’t yet have that capability. For
example, I received at least five ads from
Amazon on my Yahoo homepage after I
researched staples on their site, reminding me of the price and letting me know I
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could still buy it from them.
Facts like these can be depressing, but
only if you and your company fail to address the challenge properly. There is no
way your online offering will ever be more
powerful than Amazon’s or for that matter Staples, but you have some powerful
weapons you can draw on to fight back,
most notably, your people!
People—and that includes your customer
service team, your drivers and especially your reps—can win against Amazon if
they use their greatest strength to their
advantage. Communication is the key.
Has any member of your customer service team ever mentioned to a customer
calling to place an order that you can provide better pricing on large items if they
are willing to wait a few days?
Do your drivers tell sales or management
when they see products from Amazon or
other competitors while they are delivering?
Have your reps had a proactive discussion with their customers about Amazon’s
strengths and weaknesses?
If everyone on your team is not engaged
in the battle to combat misperceptions
about your company versus Amazon and
other online competitors, you have no one
else to blame if you lose business.
Ironically, online competitors like Staples
and even Amazon are rumored to be hiring
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outside reps in order to better compete in
the space that independent dealers dominate. They know—and so should you
and your people—that personal service
and the sort of expertise that the human
touch brings to the market place cannot
be matched by the Internet alone.
One customer of an independent dealer
on the East Coast captured the power of
personalized communication better than
I ever could when I met her at the NIGP
(Institute for Public Procurement) show in
August.
When asked about who she used for office products and why, she mentioned
Rudolph’s in Baltimore. “You know, I don’t
use anyone else, because if Amazon ever
has lower prices on something big, I just
call Rudolph’s and they adjust the price,”
she told me. “There is no reason to chase
after a few pennies when I can depend
on their people to always provide a great
value.”
Someone—or probably a bunch of someone’s—at Rudolph’s have made this woman believe in the power of personal service. Shouldn’t your team consider how to
gain more loyal customers like her?

Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with independent
office products dealers to help increase sales and
profitability. Visit www.interbizgroup.com for more
information.
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